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ROCKLAND CUTS NOTHER NOTCH

Seeks Senate Seat #

Lt. Farris Downed

FOUR CENTS A COPY

SUPT. ALLEN HAS^ RESIGNED
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The Black Cat

With Three Terms In the Former Union Schoolboy Was
Flying In a Fortress Over And Will Become Text Book Salesman For a
House North Haven Man
Takes Thomaston Courtsters Into Camp By a
English Channel
Feels Qualified
Chicago Concern
Comfortable Margin
Lieut. ‘Arthur Fairis, Jr., U. S. A

The Thomaston High School
tean^s came to Rockland Friday
night—the boys with strong hopes
of checking the home team’s on
ward progress, and the girls with
considerable more confidence in the
result. The girls were justified in
that belief, put the Pekes fell by
the wayside.
It was a snug contest for the first
quarter, but in the second Rockland
drew away, and when the two teams
went to their noonday recess the
score stood 14 to 8 in favor of the
Limerock City lads, whose majority
continued to grow as the returns
came in from the third quarter.
Thomaston made a brave showing
In the last period, but when the
columns were totted up the figures
read 37 to 22.
The home team felt that its chief
stumbling block would be that boy
Lynch, but the defense held him to
a solitary basket, and it remained
for Kangas to be high scorer for the
visitors.
Whittier topped the Rockland
quintet with 16 points, F. S. Allen
being the runner up.
The score of the girls’ game was
Thomaston 32, Rockland 27. At the
end of the half only a single point
separated the conteetihg lassies.
Score of the boys’.game:
Rockland High

F. S .Allen, rf....5
Munro, rf .............
Flint, If .................
D. Munro, If ........
Whittier, c .............
.........

George, c

F. E Allen,
McRae, rg
Holden, lg
Lindsey, lg

a.

F.
1

0
4
0

0

1
0
0
0
1

8
0

rg ...... 0
............ 0
----- .J. 0
................0

0
0
0

Pts.
11
0
9
0
16
0
1
0
0
0
37

17
Thomaston High

G.
F. Pts.
5
Sullivan, rf .......... 2
1
Barton, rf ,.... . ...... 0
0
0
Beattie, If ............ 0
1
1
Sawyer, If ..L......... 0
0
0
Lynch, c ....... ...... 14
6
Kangas, rg .......... a 4
0
8
Haley, rg .... .............0
0
0
'Rilley. lg ............... 10
2
Referee, Sezak. Umpire, Flana
gan,
Rockland’s Busy Week
The Knox-Lincoln League, so far
as games in Rcckland are concerned
winds up this w’eek. with the home
team entertaining Camden tonight,
Rockport Wednesday night and Lin
coln Friday night. Ccach Jowdry

hopes to have Morse High come over
from Bath Feb. 14.
• • • •
Mistakes arising from the tele
phoned report of the RocklandRockport game made it appear that
the contest was a close one for the
first half, and that the locals won
by a comeback. It now' appears
that Rockland was leading 18 to 8
at the end of the first half, and thac
the whole game was a “precession."

Seeks Radio “Techs”
The Navy Department Wants
Youths Of 17 Or Over For
Important Service
The Navy Department stresses the
urgent need in the Navy for Radio
Technicians.
Radio technicians
have many important duties in the
Navy, such as installing and main
taining radio communication equip
ment, radio direction finders, sub
marine detection apparatus and
other extraordinary electronic de
vices. .
Applicants include 17 year-old
youths, and men from 18 to 30 in 1-A
draft classification may also apply
for the examination providing they
have not already received their no
tice to report for induction Into the
armed services. 17 year-old high
school seniors will be enlisted and
permitted to remain in school unt.l
the end of the year.
Recruiting officer E. J. Watts
from the Portland Navy recruiting
station will again visit Rockland to
interview applicants for the Radio
Technician program as well as
applicants for general service, Ship
Repair Units and women interested
in the Waves. Interviews will be
held in the U. S. Employment
Office, Main street Friday from 9 A
M until 1 30 P M.

Sleeper’s Speech

What the Local Representa
tive Told the League Of
Women Voters
The League of Women Voters met
Jan. 24 at the home of Mrs. Horatio
<$bwan. Mrs. Cowan reported on
the State board meeting in Augusta.
The speaker of the afternoon was
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., subject “Poli
tics and Politicians.” “Politics is a
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PAUL AND ANN ROBERTS
AND THEIR COWBOY REVUE
From WLBZ, Bangor

On the Stage at

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDINC

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7
TALENT CONTEST CASH PHIZES
ADMISSION, ADULTS 50c; CHILDREN 30c, Tax IncL

Paul Roberts, Writer and Composer of
“There’s a Star Spangled Banner Waving Somewhere”
No. 1 Song Hit, 1943

TUESDAY, FEB. 8—AT CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
8*10

A. F., son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Farris of 50 Elm street was recently
forced down in his fortress over the
English Channel and with him was
2nd Lieut. Arthur R. Scroggins of
East Tallahasseee, Ala The name
of their fortress was the “Superstiti
ous Aloysius.” and they have now
been assigned to another new fort
ress the “Darlin Dolly.” After be
ing rescued the boys were returned
to their own station, the rescue be
ing made by a British destroyer.
I Lieut. Farris’ fiiends wish him all
I the luck in the world for he is a
game boy.
Lieut Farris attended the Union
schools, where his parents own a
large farm, and later attended
(By The Roving Reporter)
University of Maine having been
awarded, a $1000 scholarship by
Lloyd F. Crockett
Union High School. He was out
Lamenting the fact that he did chairman of the Publicity com
standing in athletics and won out
not get to Mainci Last Sxunmer mittee. She has been with the
‘‘North Haven has never had a
ln a cross country skiing contest
"Chuck,” the well known Rockland Rockefeller Medical Research In
State Senator, and I’m going out to
Supt. Alden W. Allen, who has resigned to enter the employ of a
baseball player hopes he will not stitute the past three years.
while at Maine, where he studied
Chicago book concern
win the nomination.”
,
miss lt entirely the coming season.
• forestry
Thus spake former Representa-;
Educational circles learned with coach. His educational career was “And w’hat a treat it will be w’hen
When his parents moved to Bath
Beginning! Friday night Alton
tive -Lloyd F. Crockett yesterday..
„ ,
.
.
surprise and regret yesterday that then Interrupted by two years’ serv the Knox County League rivalry’ is Hall Blackington's “Yankee Yarns ’
He feels that his three terms in tlie
....................
,
resumed after this w’ar,” he writes. will be presented under the spon
the Bath Iron Works, where he was Alden W. Allen had tendered his ice in the U. S. Navy.
lower branch of Legislature have
Coining ashore he became physi “Chuck” Ellis is now Rev. Charles sorship of the Federal Savings and
working at the time he enlisted in resignation as superintendent of
well qualified him to war the Sena
Rockland and Rockport schools, Jo cal director and coach at Dexter H. Ellis, pastor of the Immanuel Loan Associations of Massachusetts,
the Air Service in 1941
torial toga, and that the farmers Lieut. Farris received his basic become effective as soon as his for one year, principal of Milo High orthodox Presbyterian Church,
his subject for that night will be
will be represented if lie is nomi training at Greenville Miss and successor can be chosen. He hopes School two years, principal of East- west Collingwood, N. J.
“The Black Widow.” Radio fans
nated and elected
„ „ {graduated from th/nlythevllle
able to leave h.s present dutkslx.rt High School two VMrsprlndeverywhere listen for the familiar
Farmer? Yes. for Mr. Cr“*ett,Army Air Force Training
i pal• of Rockland «
High
one
Miss Mary E. Snow of Tenant’s strains of “Yankee Doodle” which
: by the middle of March
—
— School —
owns 23 head of cattle and operates
His resignation is due to the fact year principal of Millinocket High Harbor thoughtfully brought to this preface these yarns, and from 7 30
... with the rank of 1st Lieutenant. '
a Summer pasteurization plant, His
that
he has obtained a financially School ’nine years and superin office yesterday a copy of a news to 7 45 each Friday night settle back
‘ Mrs. Farris, Jr., nee Opal Wade
aim is to have a large herd of pure
better position
with Laidlaw tend of Calais schools seven paper which has passed the cen- i for a real treat. Alton’s station is
of North Newport, is making her
Brothers of Chicago, and will be years.
bred Guernseys, and he has a fulltury mark. It w’as “The Recorder,” WBZ and the Rockland boy does
home with Lieut. Farris’ parents for
Supt. Allen came to Rockland- a four-page periodical printed: in a splendid chore.
come a salesman for text books.
bred Guernsey bull.
the duration.
»
Supt. Allen is a native of Camden Rockport three years ago the com
Mr. Crockett is a Mason and a
Lieut. Farris is a nephew of Sen- and a grdauate of Colby College, ing April and hisi capable and Thomaston by H. P. Coombs and
past master of Limerock Valley Po
bearing the date line June 2, 1842.
A post-card mailed in Brockton,
.tor Ralph Farris of Augfsta. an ________ __________________
he
, faithful service has been reflected The paper was preserved well and
mona Grange.
Mass.,
in 1906 addressed to May
attorney, and former speaker of the came instructor in mathematics and I by continued success.
Some cf the changes he recom House of Representatives
had scarcely yellowed: through that 1 nard S. Bird, Beech street, Rock
mended while in the House have
span of years. Of pre-war vintage, land, and which, according to post
Lieut. Farris’ father served in the
been placed in effect by the Maine first World War as a quartermaster
the quality had no OPA or WPB mark, w’as received in Rockland the
Development Commission, working In the U. S. Navy, and this time is'
with which to reckon.
day following, was again received
to advantage.
at Rockland Tuesday uf this week
doing his part for his country by j
Mr. Crockett’s entrance into the working in the shipfitting crew at
When I see Cary W. Bok, vice postmarked from Portland the day
Senatorial contest came upon the the Bath Iron Works.—Bath Daily Showing Of “Madam Curie” Only One Of the president of the Saturday Kve«.ii g previous. Where it has been these
Post I am going to asik him to use 39 years, no one seems to know.
heels of Senator Albert B Elliot’s ■ Tjlnes
announcement that he will not be a
his influence in having the editors
Attractions For Bond Buyers
candidate again
Rumor has it
write “The Ehd” at the conclusion
“I hope the ground hog which Mr.
A Proud Record
that Mr. Elliot is in line for Secre
of the short stories which appear and Mrs. Frank Miller saw, can’t
tary of the Senate.
Tremendous happenings will be ln ment should be forthcoming from in that popular publication. I won- find his way back to his den Wed
Mr. Crockett says he also has as Bond Sales By the Women’ S the offing at Strand Theatre Wed the audience during this auction ** if I am the ora,- one who turns nesday,” writes the Pleasant Point
surance that Representative Ste
Neighborhood Plan Work- nesday night when a gala War Bond which is being made possible another page to see if there isn’t correspondent, Mrs. Fannie Davis.
phenson of Union is not a candi
“Perhaps he got lost in the snow
the story there.
Premiere of “Madam Curie,” star through the co-operation of local more
ers
Tops
$63,900
date for State Senator, but will
drifts or heard about the new War
_.
. ,, x.
...
ring Greer Garson and Walter merchants.
They tell the story of the St. Bond drive. Everett Davis believes
renomination to the House.
Smiling skies and a splendid pa- Pidgeon, will be held. Admission
War Bond buyers are guaranteed lqUjs maiden who thought her sol- implicitly in the ground hog. He
X
triotic spirit have combined to make to this Premiere is by the purchase a full evening of entertainment and ^er
was writing too her
watches the day year after year.”
nasty mess.” People are beginning possible a truly proud) record of of War Bonds only and with but a
fun when they attend Strand The-, :n foreign Language. One phrase
to believe it. What is the reason? $63,960 in the Fourth War Loan few tickets remaining to be dis atre Wednesday night while the [read: “Evoli dna sessik.”
She
Why do people say it? We must bond sales campaign being conduct- , tributed, a sellout audience is guarCharles F. Collins, agency secre
Rockland Bond quota will be given sought
ttanslation, and
was tary of the New’ England) Mutual,
not say that we want nothing to ed by the Rcckland Neighborhood anteed.
a tremendous boost to the tune of promptly advised to read it back
do with it. That is o.ie reason why Plan group of women serving under j Prior
with offices in Boston, writes: “Be
the showing of the main thousands of dollars.
ward.
Do you suppose that girl ing a resident of Port Clyde. I am
it has become a nasty mess.
the direction of Mrs. Sanford W. ■ attraction a lavish auction will be
If you haven’t already secured will really understand it if she is
In our own locality too few peonaturally interested in local news,
Delano. Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost as conducted from the stage. Many your ticket to this big affair, act kissed)?
which is very scarce these days. I
-i_ ii_ ____ i captain of the Ward One team turns attractive and costly items will be quickly. Tickets are but few now,
voted in the last city election, most
ill $9625; Mrs. Willis H. Anderson
before the audience with the and may be had by the purchase of
E. H. Philbrick hands us a copy do not know who ‘Katy’ is, but I
of them had to be "hauled” to the for Wlard Two, $9000; Mrs Ruth
congratulate you on having such an
items going to the highest bidders in a War Bond at either the Strand or of the Rockland Tribune of June
polls.
alert
and interesting correspond
Ellingwood. Ward Three. $24 000; Wftr
Much fun and excite_ Park Theatres.
13. 1896. The Republicans had
Citizens ignore our art of science Miss Annie Carini, Ward Four,
ent. It has added to my faith and
nominated’ Llewellyn Powers of
of government but worry about pri $3500; Mrs. Charles E. Merritt,
interest in ‘The Courier’.” I share
Congdon, at the organ, with Kelley Houlton for Governor and Nelson Mr. Collins’ wish that “Katy” will
vate business, and then condemn Ward Five. $7025; Mrs. Maurice
The Rotary Club
B Crie directing, headed the group Dingiley, Jr. for Representative to favor this paper with more letters
the government for everything that Ginn, Ward Six. $6750; and Mrs.
Congress. Thomas B. Reed was
singing.
goes wrong. Do not condemn the Jalo E. Ranta, Ward Seven, $4060.
like the one to which Mr. Collins
about to make his unsuccessful try refers.
leaders of our governments whether To Mrs. Ranta’s team have been John L. Baxter Explains
Mayor Edward R. Veazie, Rock
for the Presidential nomination.
lcoal, State or National, but the added Mrs. Freeman Brewer and
About Changing From
land. Benjamin B. Anthony of Bear
people who elect these representa Mrs. Nestor Brown.
One year ago: Among the deaths:
Hill, Rockport, and John R. Stratton
William E. Sholes writes from
War To Peace
tives. It is the people’s fault, not
Rockland,
Fred D. Hallowell of
Jr. of East Hartford, Conn., were Sailors’ Snug Harior to add the
the government's. As voting citi
John
L.
Baxter.
Maine
Chairman
Rockland,
76;
Rockland, Mrs. Wal
OFFICERS AT ST. PETER’S
guests of members, and the visiting name of the schooner Robert L.
zens the people should watch, in _
of the Committee for Economic Rotarians were Gilbert Harmon of Bean to the list of shipwreeks. This ter Steele. 86; Rockland, Mrs.
vestigate and vote for proper rep Robert House Is Senior Warden— Development, was speaker at the
Camden, James A. MacKeen of i craft, commanded by Capt. John George W. Lurvey, 63; Rockland,
lesentatives.
The Other Officers For 1944
Rotary Club meeting Friday. He Portland, and C W Whitmoyer of son,, was lost on Santa Ross Island, Robert E Payson, 52; Rockland,
Some people say. “Abolish Con
outlined plans for changing over Myerstown, Pa. Fifty eight were west coast of Florida. Mr. Sholes Mrs. Lemuel Grant. 80; Appleton,
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church held from waf
without t0<> much
gress.” To do this would be the
Miss Minnie B. Light, 78; Hallo
present.
has a good reason for remember
first step toward totaliarianism The ' its annual meeting Jan. 24. electing unemployment resulting
well, Ernest Achorn, Sr., of War
Stating
ing the occasion as he was engi
remedy is be sure to be careful, these officers for the ensuing year: that “there is never a full employ
ren, 73.
about your representatives. As a Senior Warden. Robert House; ment”, the committee is making Dr. Dana S. Newman neer of the craft at the time.
League of Women Voters use your junior Warden. Wallace Little; sec plans which include community
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
Announces
The importance of punctuation
retary-treasurer, Keryn ap Rice;
privilege as voters and vote.
Knox Pomona meets Saturday at
effort, and research and study, to
is stressed in the Globe Man’s Daily
That His Dental Office
Our voters don’t care about can- vestrymen, Charles Livingston. Per- the end that unemployment be
East
Union, State Master Carroll
Story which appeared in that Bos
WILL BE CLOSED
didates and that is a big fault in ley Axtell. Rudolph Gilley and Jchn
Beane
to be the speaker. The pro
minimized.
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE ton paper yesterday. It reads:
Mason.
our government.
gram:
Address
of welcome, Bernice
Follow’ing Mr. Baxter's brief ad
They tell of the wartime wife who
The associate vestrymen are:
9-10
The attitude of the people toward
dress, Ray Mills cf Auburn present
sent to a chaplain this message: Young; response, Doris Miller; song,
politics and politicians is all wrong. I Carlyle Brown, Philip Sulides. Ered
a
sound
picture
visualizing
the
“Husband! gone to sea. His wife “America the Beautiful;”’ require
The people must awaken to their rold Trainor, Richard Spring and
change-over from war to peace,
asks prayers for his safe return,” ments of a citizen, Vdmard Merri
responsibilities and make politics Harry Bradley.
with respect to employment, and this
only to learn that it had been field; “My Idea of a Good Citizen,
and politicians what they should be.
transmitted “Husband gone to see Fred Ludwig; Characteristics of a
For dependable radio service Picture stressed various plans to
Tea was served, with Mrs. Doro
wife. Asks prayers for his safe re Poor Citizen, Albert Goss; music.
For Advertisement in Friday’s
thy Bird pouring, assisted by Jennie caU the Radio Shop, telephone 844, keep the majority of people at work.
Mary Gurney; reading, Ida Watts;
turn.”
Sweeney. Rieta Holden and Gladyse 517 Main street. Complete Philco ! The speaker was introduced by
speaker, State Master Carroll
paper
for
a
series
of
11riA
60-tf Frederic H. Bird and Stafford M
Bums.
Beane;
song, “Onward Christian
A smart St. George girl found
Spldiers.
”
CARD PARTIES
her way Into the political limelight
in New York City last week w’hen
Under the auspices of
Miss Alvalene Pierson was elected
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
third vice president of the Young
ST. BERNARD’S PARISH

THE WAR BOND PREMIERE

WATCH OUT

ELECTRICIANS WANTED
Men With Electrical Experience Wanted As Electricians By

9-lt

If I had my life to live again I
Women’s Republican Club of that
would have made a rule to read some
city. Miss Pierso nwas also chosn poetry and Usten to some music at

BASKETBALL
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Rockland High School vs. Rockport High School
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

BOYS AND GIRLS

BARNES-POPE CO. at CAMDEN SHIPYARD

/ FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Rockland High School vs. Lincoln Academy

Apply at Shipyard Gateand ask for MR. CURRY

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

6-9
103-22

GAME CALLED AT 7.30

BOYS AND GIRLS
GAME CALLED AT 7.30
ADMISSION 25c, 40c
N. B. Tonight (Tuesday) Rockland High vs, Camden High

least once a week. The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

WHAT DOES LITTLE BIRDIE SAY..
What does little birdie say
In her nest at peep of day?
Let me fly. says little birdie,
j Mother, let me fly away.
■ Birdie, rest a little longer,
TUI the little wings are stronger.
So she rests a little longer.
Then she files away.
What doe® little baby say.
In her bed at peep of day?
Baby says, like little birdie.
Let me rise and fly away.
Baby sleep, a little longer,
TUI the little limbs are stronger,
If she sleeps a little longer.
Baby too shall fly away.

,

—Alfred Tetmy6oa
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICT-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK

~

of Marlboro, Mass.
• • • •

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLGW
Where I am there shall also My
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
servant be.—John 12:26.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1816. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1861 changed its name to the Tribune.
Book Review
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies four cents.
(By K. 8.TJ
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
’ Mexican Time. A novel by Zoe
Lund Schiller.
Publishers The
Macmillan Co.. New York.
In this story we find naive melo
drama, but earnest convictions of
relative values to bi digested. All
torts of mixups in love and hate;
with the central figure of the
novel a career woman in a San
Francisco advertising agency, be
coming in her early 30's a widow
and stepmother to a young artfst
in his middle 20’s with whose wife
she is not happy.
This career woman had the
chance to choose between two dis
tinct patterns fo living. The story
will bring you the results of her
choice, with pulses high all through.
The lramewoik of the novel is set
on a ranch in Mexico with a very
old native family. A wild hurri
cane is mixed up with storms in
hearts, and not the smoothest seas
In composition of the story as to
fine values of artistic fullness.
However, one gets many points of
thought in life's tempestuous seas
in these pages.
Zoe Lund Schiller is like her
heroine of this novel, a California
career woman, a student of crimi
nal law, reporter, social secretary,
press agent for politicians, and
dabbling into many lines of work
as well as novel writing, even writ
ing for Edgar Bergen at Hollywood.
—K. S. I<
Lifeline, “The Ships And Men Of
our Merchant Marine at War.”

Author, Robert Carse. Published
by Morrow, New York.
For thrills and wonderment, for
vivid love of sea-life, with the des
perate incidents that come and
poise before the courage these men
have learned through actual dan
gers—here we have it. Robert
Carse wrote “There Go the Ships
and if ever a book pictured hell on
the water, it was this one.
Now, with gripping force, this
author opens a new’ picture showing
the value of cur brave men of the
American Merchant Marine.
The author has experienced what
he puts into his pages, and “The
lifeline,” as he calls it, of this arm
of our sea service has a vagt deal to
its credit. He tells you The lifeline
is long; it stretches around the
world, into whatever place the terrfiic necessities of war demand.
About 90.0C0 cf these men for
this huge task, are all that make
up this force, vital to the Armies
and Navies of the United Nations.
The book is wonderfully illustrated,
with photographs of events and
conditions thrilling to behold,
believe “Lifeline” to be one of the
very best of the many books, out of
this war to give an actual picture
of the daring epics and courage and
nigh patriotism —K s. F

When the late William Allen White
borrowed $3000, for the purpose cf buying

LOSES FAMED the Empo:ia < Kansas > Gazette, he laid the

foundation fcr fame and fortune which
were completely beyond his expectations.
His death last Saturday, at the age of 75 years, brought to a
close one of the most successful newspaper careers in this
country.
Friend and counselor cf Presidents and Governors, known
froi#the Atlantic to the Pacific as a brilliant writer and able
statesman, William Allen White did much to extend Kansan
fame and much to keep the Republican party on a presperous
and even keel. He detached himself from party lines cn a soli
tary occasion and that was back in 1912 when he stood at the
side of Theodore Roosevelt, as the Bull Moose party’s candi
date for the Presidency. Iu a spirit of facetiousness some
years later he explained his temporary divorce from the Re
publican party by declaring that "Roosevelt bit me, and I
went mad.”
Mr. White sought public office only once—and then un
successfully. This was in 1924 when he ran independently for
Governor as a radical opponent of /he Ku Klux Kian, which
had endorsed the other two candidates. A Klan-picked nomi
nee won the election, but Editor White had the satisfaction
of seeing that organization scon pass out of existence in Kan
sas. His autobiography partly finished at the time of his death,
w’ill be completed by his son. and will be a story which every
true American will profit by reading.

CITIZEN

We have a complete stock
of Seat Covers to fit any

car

i from Georgia.

* * *
Charles Duff, S. M. 3c, who re
Palm Beach, Fla.—SPAR Phyllis cently returned from convoy duty,
Lucas, daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. came home from New York Satur
Maynard Lucas of Union, is now in
day accompanied by his wife, who
training at the U. S. Coast Guar<^
had gone to Ner Tork to
SPARship Biltmore. Palm Beach,
|uis
special leave expires wmorrow
Fla. Following her “boot” training
Charles
and his wife were guests
she will undergo special training or
be assigned to one of the Coast recently of Ensign and Mrs. Grant
Guard districts to release a Coast F. Davis in New York. Pvt. John
Duff of the army air force, who was
Guardsmen Tor combat duty.
in
New York Friday, learned that his
• • • •
brother was also in the city and
Harry H. Richardson. Petty Offi
after a search located him. Private
cer. 3c.. who is stationed at Sandy
Duff has not been home since July
Hook, N. J., was at his home in of last year.
Rockland over the week-end.
• • • •
• 9 • •
Sgt. Richard H. Seaman of Rock
The address of Pfc. Barnard land, Me., son of Mr. and Mrs
Eencvitch of Rockland is: ASN— Horace Sea mon has been transferred
(Continued on Page Three)
31217221, Hq., Co., Harbor Craft
I

DRIVE IS
Rockland's
Fourth WaiDrive have i
selves proud
total of $233 J
is against tr|
$575,000, and [
dividual ntesJ

Fulton J. Redman bounces back into
the political spotlight by declaring that the
Democrats have the potential power to
win the Maine election and that the State
needs the two-paity system. Fulton has
been explaining for quite a few years that the party also
needs him but the voterar have been discouragingly unre
sponsive.

The Securing
(State Banking 1
the attention
Maine to the
security dealers
soliciting the
buy various t>|
oil securities
Their method o|
the mails, call I
ephone or teleg
are not registe
Department un
are solicited il
dealers to com]
as possible
Department.

You’ll be glad this
neighbor asked you
to Buy Bonds »

That the Germans still have considerable kick left in them was demonstrated
Saturday night when their air raid over
London killed 28 persons, injured 25 others,
and inflicted widespread property damage*
Seven of those injured were watching an air raid film scene
in a mation picture theatre. In view’ of the terrific on
slaughts which are being made all over German occupied
territory the Huns can scarcely call it quits.

GERMANS
CAN STILL
KICK

American citizens are not likely to have
CUT THAT butter on both sides cf their bread this year
BUTTER
if the War Food Administration is correct
THIN
in its statement that the per capita supply
will be but 12.1 pounds. The per capita
average supply is 16 8 pounds. But it is not too difficult to
get along with less; the restaurants ar^ stressing that.

tree

car

Lt. James (Bud) Murch of Milli ferred from Walla Walla, Texas, to
nocket, who w’as wounded in North the Army Air Base at Dalhart,
Africa, is in the Woodrow Hospital, Texas
• • • •
Virginia, badly shell shocked. He
has frequently visited Capt. David
Elwin Starrett, son of Mr. and
L Haskell and other relatives in this Mrs. Curtic C. Starrett of Warren,
city* and vicinity. He tells of having has been promoted to Sergeant in
received 127 letters in a single mail. ! the USAAF in England.
• • • •
• • • •
Pfc. John Boggs, USA., son of Mr.
Pvt. James Allen has been enjoy
ing a furlough with his wife and and Mrs. Willard Boggs of Warren
daughter at their home in Rock who is located at Camp Hood
land. Pvt. and Mrs Allen have been Texas, has been spending a few days
visiting many friends and relatives. with his parents, in Warren, while

Jan. 30 Feb. 1(
Baptist Church I
Feb 2—Install,-!
Chapter. O.E.S
Feb. 3—Install
Chapter. OES..
Feb. 4—Install
O.E.S., Warren
' Feb. 4—Instal l
O E.S . Tenant's
Feb. 4—Installs!
get-Me-Not Chai
Thomaston.
Feb 7—Lady I
Masonic Tempo j
Feb. 7 -Llnc<>:
Assn
meets ui
•Church.
Feb 8 "World]
doboro Baptist (
Feb.
8—Kni !
Court convenes
Feb 11 Itist.l
ter. OES.. Cam)
Feb. 12—Lined
Feb. 14 15— Kj
Club Exhibition
Feb. 16-17—Th
■"Thumbs Up”
School audltorld
Fe/j. 17—Mont:)
Mens League.
F*’b 18 - Kip;
lar.d High 9ch< !
Feb 18—Alum
bnrt H Newbert
Feb. 22—Wa J
Feb. 22 Hospil
•card party at BI
Feb. 25 Wo :
Feb. 25 — Fire:
Opera House.
Feb. 27 Ratio
feet..
March. 6—Lady'
meeting In ever
try.
March 6-9—Fail
U. of M. Colleg.
April 13-14 R|
vention In Ban

REDMAN
HEARD
FROM

Involved in tragic defense is a Each tiny shrub and stately forest

Save the interior of your

Adelbert Newbert (AS.) is home
Sgt. Vesper E. Haskell, son of Mr
and Mrs. George Haskell has re ' cn furlough from Naval Training
turned to his duties in Wright Field, Station. Newport, R. I.
• • • •
Dayton, Ohio, after spending a fur
lough at his heme in Owl's Head
Sgt Albert Hill, sorr of Mrs. Jen• • • •
i nie Hill of Warren, has been trans

Ralph E. Brackett, Seaman, 2c,
U. S. N. R. who has been visiting his
family in Rockland several days, on
leave from Newport, R. I., left yes
terday afternoon for destination
not revealed
*
. •
• • • •
The address of Paul P. Plourde.
A. S., of Rockland, is; Co . 383. U. S.
Naval Training Station, Sampson,
N. Y.
• • • •
Capt. Samuel Bluhm. M. C., who
was medical officer at the C. C. C.
Camp in Camden three years, is
now in California. His address is:
Station Hospital, Camp Callan, San
Diego. Mrs. Louis J. Bluhm, his
wife, expects to join Captain Bluhm
shortly, planning to leave Camden
Feb. 8,or 9.

TALK OF

The pop-eyed radio star Eddie Cantor
CANTOR
is some salesman, especially w’hen it comes
WINS A
to vending War Bonds. In his 24-hour
MARATHON marathon campaign conducted over a San
Francisco radio station he sold $37,630,075
worth of the certificates which are going to do so much to
help the United Nations win the war. Borrowing an equine
phrase that was Cantoring some!

new art to most of the flyeTs. Their
chaplain was with them with his
quiet courage and helpful slogan
he had coined “Keep ’em Wor
shiping.” This had its effect,
wanted by both padre and fighting
men. Here we get a chaplain’s
picture of the thoughts of these
men out to kill yet giving a thought
to the welfare of their souls.
Historically it’s cf much value,
My Fighting Congregation. By
and handled with a poise excellent
Chaplain Williiam C. Taggart, U.
in tone and high spiritual faith.
S. Army and Christopher Cross.
Thus he lived and reached men of
Published by Doubledny, Doran &
many faiths—K S F.
Company, New York.
Lowell Thomas has said of this
book, “To say that he was sky pilot
THE LYRIC MUSE
to the men of the famous 19th
Bombardmcijt Group ought to be
enough. Chaplain Bill Taggart's
story of the Air war in the South
west Pacific is full of the throb
of 4-motored planes In fact, when
you start to read this bock you
are like a man in a flying fort
Publication Limited to Brief
ress—you are bound for somewhere
Poems
at a 200-miles-an-hour clip. There
of Original Composition
is something about this story that
By Subscribers
sweeps you from page to page and
you cant let go.”
THE SNOW
This is the first book by a front
|For The Courier-Gazette |
line Chaplain with the 19th Bom
view tn rapture the beauty of the
bardment group and it shows how
scene.
fully the American soldiers are It fills my senses with a thrill divine.
For all the fragile loveliness cf a
turning to inspirational and re
dream
portrayed In each exquisite
ligious leadership, and it also shows Seems here
line.
the help it gives to them. It's a
the veil of night an artist's
new thought to these pilot*. They Underhand
with skillful fingers and
have come to the realization they Had wrought
such grace.
are at face with eternity and they Such transformation made on sea and
land
are alive to the need of a better We marvel
at the beauty of earth's
face.
undertsanding of what it all means.

SEAT COVERS

LAC. George A. Bishop. RCAF.,
son of Rev. and Mrs. Aubrey Bishop
of Warren, has received his silver
wings, and his promotion to ser
geant after a period1 of training in
Canadian Air Operational School
at Chatham, N B. Following a short
furough period during which he will
visit his sisters in Brantford. On
tario and Montreal. Quebej. as well
as his parents in Warren, he is
posted for further training at Sum
merside, P. E. I.
• • • •

[EDITORIAL]
KANSAS

Training Group. 4466 S.C.U., Camp
Gordon, Johnston, Fla.
• • • •
Mrs. Theodore Caddy has received
a cable from her husband Theodore
Caddy saying that he has arrived
safe and is well somewhere over
seas.
• • • •
Mrs. S. A. Brooks of 6 Cedar
street. Rockland, recently received
a telephone call from her daughter.
Pvt. Annie M. Brooks of the Air
WACS, stationed at Fort Ogle
thorpe, Ga. Prtvate Brooks is en
joying her studies and will complete
her course in two weeks. She does
not know where she will be sent

on furlough. With him for the visit
was his fiancee, Miss Claire Blais

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Tuesday-Fr

Stand robed in wh.te and Jewels none
can buy.
Back from hls trackless path beyond
the sea
The sun transforms In radiance earth
and sky.
Prisms of light sway gently la the
breeze
From every white clad figure, startling. tall.
The sun beams In approval as he sees
Such treasures for ahis coffers great I
and small.
Transient bu t beautiful these Jewels i
thus displayed.
These gems Dame Nature to her sov
ereign brought.
Into more precious forms they'll be I
remade.
I
And we look on In admiration caught.
Mary E L. Taylor.
Rockland.

SLUMBER SEA

(For The Courier-Gazette]
Night, bear me on your argosy.
Let nig ht winds close my weary eyes.
Upon the boundless rolling sea.
Bring me the sleep of paradise.
—Archie Tech

Waltham. Mass.

by to talk |bout the Fourth War

Loan and the share your locality is ex'war, your liberty at stake. But we're all
human and just a little bit given to “let'
pected to play in it. Or, he may talk at

This window sticker identifies you as
the purchaser of extra W’ar Bonds
during the Fourth W’ar Loan. It is
a badge of honor to be displayed
with pride.
Be the first in your
neighborhood to have one.
Buy an
extra War Bond today!

a War Bond rally at the high school.

ting George do it.’’ Only this time we’re

Chances are he'll ask if you'll buy more

all George.

Bonds. Will you look on it as a request

in buying those Bonds, we're doing our*

for a donation? Or will you look on it

selves as big a service as we are our

as an opportunity to build up the finan-

fighting men and our country.

cial reserve every businesslike farmer or

building

rancher has to have to run his place

strength — with which to meet the in*

profitably?

evitable* problems of tomorrow.

We’ve got to do it!

strength — personal

Live bait for I
328 Main St., i

And

BE

We're

financial

4<4
V

Facts about the Fourth War Loan

TELEPfl

★

★

Upon Maturity
you get back:

*

★

★

★

Live Poi!
Highest Prieej
of 1.1

Trucks Call j

Maine

$25.00
50.00
100.00
500.00
1000.00

★

Poultrl

you'd give your children? And that long v»cation in the sunshine you and your wife have
so long deserved? The only way to have these
things is to save the money now. U. S. War
Bonds are the safest and most liquid invest*
ment you can make for these future needs —
needs worth providing fori

Maybe yo# have a son off at war. What a
homecoming when he gets into his jeans and
you’ve both got those Bonds to fall back on
for the machinery and equipment and build
ings you'll be needing in the future. And how
about the education you’ve promised yourself

Series E War Savings Bonds

★

8-lf
MASONIC 1
Auspices M

PARK Sil

When held 10 years, Series E War Bonds yield 2.9% interest
compounded semi-annually. Then you get back $4 for every $3
invested. Buy War Bonds from your Bank . , . Post Office . . .
Mail Carrier ... or Production Credit Association.

You LEND
Uncle Sam:
$18.75
37.50
75.00
375.00
750.06

EVERY TUI

TAXI

Something Worth Buying

The man responsible for the Fourth War Loan drive in
your community has full information about the several
types of War Bond investments available to you. Ask
about all of them. One may suit your needs better than
another. You may find that you have been missing some'
thing. And whether you are asl^ed to buy extra Bonds or
not, take this opportunity to help your community reach
its quota in the Fourth War Loan. Buy . .. and buy to
the limit!
You Get % More Than You Invest

TEL. 2-2202,

For Your Future • For Your Country’s Future • For Your Children’s Future

★

BUY MORE WAR SAVINGS BONDS

Rf

ltf

Clinton

Tkis is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement —prepared under the auspices of Treasury department and War Advertising Council

OPTd
Has openj
Fitting

BACK THE

NW

492 OLD
ROCKl

Hour*: 2 to I
MONDAY, VI
SAI
pud

This Advertisement Is Sponsored By These Patriotic Business Houses
<1 ^ewtune^dnops

HEU* PREVENT
MANY
COLDS
from developing

88T96
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Annual Inspection Of Scout
Ship Made By Vice Com
modore Johnson
The annual inspection of the
SSS Red1 Jacket was carried out
Wednesday night by Dr. Lewis
Johnson, vice commodore of the
Abenaki area. “Doc” Johnson was
amazed and well pleased by the
work done by the ship in re-deco
rating the meeting room and in
the numerous projects made by
the members.
Last year the Red Jacket rated
second highest among the many
ships in the Pine Tree Council,
the ESS Lighting of Portland be
ing ahead by a few points. Com
modore Jchnson was of the opinion
that the Red Jacket would at least
hold its rating as a member of the
local Flagship Squadron.
Guests at the inspection were
Captain Thomas Sweeney, former
skipper: A. W. Gregory and Wilbur
Senter both members of the ship’s
committee. Father Clough of St.
Mark’s Episcopal Chfirch, Augusta,
sponsor of the SJSS. Byrd of the
city, accompanied Dr. Johnson to
Rockland. Father Clough told sev
eral anecdotes which were enjoyed
by all present.
Skipper Brann and members of
the SSS. Byrd were unable to be
present at this time but all plan to
visit at a later date.
Just before the closing ceremony
Captain Sweeney and Mr. Gregory
told how the Sea Scout unit was
first organized and what great im
provements have beeen made since
the first year.
J. A. Perry.

No need to tell you it takes money to
run a war. No need to tell you it's your

NE day soon, a neighbor may stop

Red Jacket Praised

The stage coni
class play, "TI
presented at R<f
Feb. 16 and j
manager, Doug
stage manager!
stage crew. Jail
Blood. Willianl
Wooster, Curtj
Chatto, Morris
Williams.

Put a few drops of Va-troool up
each nostril at the very first sniffle
or sneeze. Its quick action
aids Nature’s defenses
against colds. Follow v ICRS
directions waa oaa aaMta
in folder. YA'TRO'lfOL

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

WOTTON’S

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

MARITIME OIL CO.

ASSOCIATION

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

GILBERT BEAUTY SALON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.
tf

4 H

BU

Funei
TELS,
1M-112 if
BOCI

Ambuli
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Included among the several New
Working For Victory War Bond Premiere Show Wednesday At the Strand Theatre, 8 P. M.
.« The Job Ahead
England improvements contem
? J
>
Showing
“
Madame
Curie.
’
’
Admission
by
tickets
secured
by
War
Bond
Purchases
only!
(Continued
from
Page
Two)
For Week of Jan. 30-Feb. 5
plated by the Rivers and Harbor
By Rufus T. Strohm
Meats and Fats—Brown Stamps bill is an appropriation of $28,000 from Fresno, Calif., to March Field,
V and W in Book Three good for wo^k on Isle au Haut Thorough Calif , where he has been assigned
Dean, International
through Feb. 26. Stamp X becomes fare.
to a bomber as radio operator. His
Correspondence Schools
good Feb. 6.
address is: Sgt. Richard H. Sea
Processed Foods—Green Stamps
The meeting of Tonian Circle, man. 31320108 607th Bomb Sqd <H>
FTER the war. more than ever
G, II, and J in Book Four becomes planned for tomorrow night, has 399th Bomb Gp (H) March Field.
before in onr history, industry
and
business will need men and
good through Feb. 20. Stamps K, L, been postponed to Feb. 16. and will Calif.
1
• women with specialized knowledge
Pierre and Marie Curie, the celebrated couple
•
tf
tf
•
and M valid from Feb. 1 to March be at the home ol Miss Katherine A.
and technical skills. A speaker at
who won the Nobel prize and revolutionized
20th.
Vrazie with Mrs Haze’teen Watts
the recent meet
modern science with their discovery of ra
ing of the Ameri- •
Sugar—Stamp 30 good Jan. 16 for Simonson as hostess.
dium, actually lived a great and tender ro

RATION GUIDE

A DEVOTED COUPLE-AN INSPIRED COLLABORATION

Jan. 30 Peb. 10—Revival services at
Baptist Church In Warren.
Peb. 2—Installation oi Officers, Grace
Chapter, O E.S. Thomaston.
Feb. 3—Installation, Harbor Light
Chapter. O.E.S.. Rockport.
Feb. 4—Installation, Ivy Chapter.
O.E.S., Warren.
Feb. 4—Installatloln. Naomi Chapter.
•O E.S , Tenant's Harbor.
Feb. 4—Installation of Officers For
get-Me-Not Chapter. O.E.S.,
South
Thomaston.
Feb. 7—Lady Knox Chapter meets In
Masonic Temple.
Feb. 7—Lincoln County Ministerial
Assn, meets at Waldoboro Baptist
Church.
Feb. 8 “World Parish Day’ at Wal
doboro Baptist Church.
Feb.
8—Knox
County
Superior
Court convenes.
Feb 11—'Installation, Seaside Chap
ter, O.ES., Camden.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14-15—Knox County Camera
Club Exhibition. Community Building
Feb. 16-17—The Junior Class play
"Thumbs Up”
at Rockland High
School auditorium.
Fed). 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
F*?b. 18—Klppy Kamlval at Rocklar.d High School building.
■Feb 18—Annual meeting of the Al
bert H. Newbert Association.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22- -Hospital Auxiliary benefit
•card party at Bok Home for Nurses.
Feb. 25—World Day of Prayer.
Feb. 25 -—Firemen's Ball In Camden
Opera House.
Feb. 27 Ration tokens go Into ef
fect..
March 6—Lady Knox Chapter Guest
meeting In evening, Universalist ves
try.
March 6 0- -Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
April 13-14 Republican State Con
vention In Bangor.

DRIVE IS IN HIGH GEAR

Rockland’s workers on the
Fourth War Loan Bond Sales
Drive have been doing them
selves proud as Saturday night’s
total of $233,862.50 proves. This
is against the city’s quota of
$575,000, and represents 961 in

A

five pounds to M^rch 31.
Shoes—Aeroplane Stamp number
one in Book Three valid for one pair
indefinitely. Stamp 18 in Book One
still valid for an indefinite period,
also.
Fuel Oil—Period Two coupons
valid to Feb. 8. Class four worth
10 gallons, class five worth 50 gal
lons. Period three coupons valid
Jan. 4 to March 14.
Tire Inspection—A-car deadline
March 31, B-car deadline and new
C-car deadline Feb. 29.
Gasoline—Number 8 stamps in ABook valid for three gallons through
Feb. 8. BI and Cl coupons are
good for two gaUons.
Only the
new coupons marked B-2 and C-2
are good for five gallons.

'
__________
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice was elected
president of the Woman’s Auxili
ary of St. Peter’s Church. Other
officers are: Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis,
vice president. Mrs Geor ge Kenyon
and Mrs. Percy Dinsmore, secre
taries and Mrs. Frank Thompson,
Jr., treasurer. Mrs. Gilmore Soule,
outgoing president, and Mrs. George
Kenyon were hostesses. A social
hour, with tea, followed the meeting
at which time plans were discussed
for the coming year.
Anderson
Auxiliary. Sons
of
Union Veterans will meet tomorrow

dividual sales.

night.

Supper at 6.

The Securities Division of the
Mrs. Caster Means is ill at Knox
State Banking Department is calling
Hospital.
the attention of the people of
Maine to the fact that tfiere are
Miss Katherine A. Veazie, worthy
security dealers in Canada .wtyo are matron of Golden Rod Chapter,
soliciting the people of .Maine to O E. S. installed officer^ of Beach
buy various types of mining and Chapter of Lincolnville at Northoil securities of uncertain value. port Wednesday night. Miss Veazie
Their method of operation is to use i had the assistance of Mrs. Gertrude
the mails, call by long distance tel Boody as marshal and Mrs. Golden
ephone ct telegraph. Those dealers Munro as chaplain. Others pres
are not registered in Maine. The ent from Rockland were Mr. and
Department urg^s all citizens who Mrs. Raymond L. Watts and Mrs.
are solicited bn such unlicensed Fred T. Veazie. ,
dealers to communicate as quickly
as possible with the Banking
BORN
•

Department.
—— ■

tf

Stone—At Owl’s Head. Jan. 6, to Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Stone, a son—
James William, Jr.
Wade—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 31, to
M.M.Ic and Mrs. Paul O .Wade, ol
Glen Cove and Washington. D. C., a
daughter.
Nichols—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 29.
to Mr. and Mrs. Allred L. Nichols, a
son.
Waterman—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
23, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Waterman, a
daughter.

■"

The stage committee of the Junior
class play, “Thumbs Up,” to be
presented at Rockland High School
Feb. 16 and 17, comprises Stage
manager, Douglas Curtis; .assistant
stage manager, Albert Hallowell;
stage crew, James Baum. Lawrence
Blood, Willian^' McLellan, Ervin
Wooster, Curtis Stone, Kenneth
Chatto, Morris Perry, Robert MacWilliams.

MARRIED
Vannah-Fitch—At Waldoboro. Jan.
25. George Vannah and Elizabeth
Fitch, both oi Waldoboro—by Rev. J.
C Colllnd.
Thompson-Thompson—At
Portland.
Jan. 22. Albert Maurice Thompson ol
St. George and Margaret Marie Thomp
son of Rockland—'by Rev. W. D. DeVoe
Philbrook-Ravnes—At Rockland. Jan.
28. Lyford B Philbrook, Coxswain. U.
S Navy of Vinalhaven. and Elizabeth
B Raynes of Kittery Point—by Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald.

Live bait for sale, H. H. Crie Co.,
328 Main St., Rockland.
2tf

BEANO
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

DIED

8.15 o'clock

Halt—At Norwood. Mass.. Jan. 22.
Emma B . widow of Fred Hart, a native
of Tenant's Harbor, aged 85 years, 7
months. Interment In Thomaston.
.Grant—At Waldoboro. Jan. 36. Annie
widow of William Grant, age 76 years.
Funeral today at 2 o'clock from
Flanders funeral residence.
Entomb
ment In German Lutheran CemeteryChaffee—At Gardiner. Jan. 29. Mary
Hull, wife of Thomas C. Chaffee. In
terment In Warren.
Mathews—At South Hope. Jan. 26
Walter E Mathews, age 84 years.
MacDonald—At Rockland. Jan. 28.
■Frank Tandy MacDonald, age 85 years.
9 months, 15 days.
Interment in
Aehorn cemetery In the Spring.

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls
102Ttf

TAXI SERVICE
CALL

PARK STREET LUNCH
TELEPHONE 838-R

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Lou H. Morrill who
left us on Feb. 3. 1940
“Let us think of him today.
Sleeping, resting—just away.
In perfect peace he awaits us all.
Resting where no shadows fall.'
The Family

Poultry Wanted
Live Poultry Wanted
Highest Prices Paid for AU Kinds

IN MEMORIAM
1940—Jennie L Ripley- 1944
Wc do not forget you. nor do we Intend
We think of you always, and will to
the end.
Lovingly remembered by her family.

of Live Poultry

Trucks Call for Large Amounts

tf

Maine Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR, ME.

Many Knox County persons who
have patronized the Riverview Cafe
in Damariscotta learned with re
gret of the $12,COO fire which oc
curred there Sunday, following the
explosion of an oil burner.

avenue
is recovering from the effects cf a
bad fall down stairs at his home.
In addition to many bruises Mr.
Stevens carries a blackened eye as 1
a memento of the accident.
uuim w

oievcns oi

laiooi

Ardine Richardson, past master
of Maine State Grange and one of
the candidates for the Republican
nomination for Governor, will be
Palm Beach, Fla.—SPAR Nerita
the guest speaker at the meeting of Dodge, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the Baptist Men’s League, Feb. 17. Charles Dodge of Friendship, Me.,
now in training at the U. S. Coast
Fred Poland, who has been se Guard SPARship Biltmore, Palm
riously ill during tne past year, is Beach Fla. Following her “boot”
again able to be out and about.
training she will undergo special
training
or be assigned to one of
Mrs. George Lermond of Warren
the
Coast
Guard districts to release
has kindly sent excerpts from
a
Coast Guardsman for combat
“Mother Shipton’s Prophecy-” Va
duty.
rious portions of this document and
t • • •
in one issue, its entirety, have bedh
Pvt. Lewis C. Tatham. Jr., who
Elected Brazier
published in this paper.
is studying at the Illinois Institute
Dr H. J. Weisman, who has been of Technology, Army specialized
studying a little more than a year training, is visiting W. C. Lufkin at
at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Glen Cove while home on short
Infirmary, a department of the Mas furlough. His address is: 366th
sachusetts General Hospital, will S.U.-A.S.T.P., Room 29-A. Co. B, Sec.
re-open his practice here Thursday, 5 . 3401 Wentworth avenue. Chicago,
specializing in the eye, ear, nose and Illinois.
• • • •
throat.
It is Corporal Jack Smith now.
Past Noble Grands will occupy The popular Rockland boy received
the promotion upon his return
the chairs and work the degree at
Sunday to Camp Keyes Augusta,
tonight’s meeting of Miriam Re
after a brief furlough with Mr. and
bekah Lodge, I.O.O.F. Supper at
Mrs. George Sandner, Granite Morey, secretary; Edwin H. Crie. card from George A. Brewster who
in a Main
615 will be served by Mrs. Grace
street, celebrating his 19th birthday. treasurer; Frank H. Ingraham, now lives in Yakima, Wash.; Pvt^ on a flight of stairs
Buv War Bonds and Stamp®
Jameson and Mrs. Ruby Allen. Those 1
street
place
of
business.
tf • tf •
teacher; Leslie A. Packard, asso Lewis C. Tatham, Jr., who is taking
not solicited may take sweet foods.
Pvt. Ernest C. Thompson. Sr.^of
Norfolk, Va., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Artemus Hendrickson of Rock Frank Thompson is stationed at
land, before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal Camp Blanding, Florida. His ad
in municipal court Friday, pleaded dress: Pvt. E. C. Thompson, Sr.,
guilty to larceny of $60 from Jud 33546464. Co. E. 205th Bn.. Pit. 2,
Smith in the home of Robert Lewis I R.T.C., Camp Blanding, Florida.
of Friendship, Jan. 26, and was sen
tf • tf tf
tenced to six months in jail.
Pvt. Walter Munroe, son of Mr
and Mrs. Benjamin Munroe of Cam
Mrs. Fred Linekin was hostess den, who recently graduated from
yesterday to Mite Club for luncheon the First Air Force Camouflage
and contract. High scores went to School, Mitchel Field. New Yerk.has
Mrs. Seabrook Gregory and Mrs. has been transferred to Virginia.
Ray Eaten. The next meeting Feb. His new address is: Pvt. Walter
14 will be in the form of a Valentine
Munroe. A.S.N., 3129665 . 806th Engr.
party with Mrs. Eaton.
Avn. Bn. Co C. Army Air Base,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson Richmond, \ irginia
and children Diane, Betty Lou and
Barbara E. Blom, A. S., has re
Skippy of Norfolk, Va., recently
ported for training at the U. S.
spent a week visiting relatives be
Naval Reserve Training Station
fore Mr. Thompson entered the serv i Woman's Reserve) in the Bronx.
ice.
N. Y. She is the daughter of Ero
Selman Field. Monroe. La.. Tauno BIom of Spruce Head She attended
O. Brooks, son of Mr. and Mrs. i Leavitt Institute and the Ballard
Michael F. Brooks, Rockland, has Business School at Rockland Prior
been commissioned a second lieu- jto hcr enlistment in the WAVES,
tenant in the Army Air Forces and . she was employed for several months
is on active duty as an aerial navi- at
Bureau of Internal Revenue
gator. Lieutenant Brooks received
Washington, D. C
tf tf tf
his training and commission at Sel
Lieut. Laroy Brown of South
man Field, a station within the
Thomaston has this new address:
Army Air Forces Training Com
Co. C. 385th INF A.P.O. 76, Camp
mand.
McCoy. Wisconsin. Mrs. Brown is
Maine’s new auto platqft (one to with him and her address is care
a ear) are attracting attention The |Max Neumam Farm, RFD., 1,
colors are canary and black, ap Tomah. Wisconsin.
_
V • tf tf
proximately.
A correction reaches this departThe V.F.W. will hold regular' ment as to a recently published
•
'
-• » X
’•
_
f ,
meetings first and third Tuesdays, item’concerning Milton Robarts. It
of each month starting Tuesday. I reads: “During the last of his trainFeb. 1, at City Hall. 7 30 p. m. Ralph i ing at Camp Haan he has been attending non-commissioned officers
E. Cline is commander.
schools, AAATC.
This training
Attorney Alan L. Bird who has course had to do with chemical war
had temporary offices at 5 Lindsey fare. He graduated with a grade of
street since the Moffitt Block fire, j “superior” and is qualified as an in
will shortly occupy a fine new suite structor. Also he is qualified as an
P,
should report the fact to your local rationing board, giv
JLPWOOD cutting has been listed as an essential otcuof offices at 21 Limerock street, op- instructor in map aerial photo readposite the Post Office.
ing.”
ing full information as to the number of cords to be cut
ition and those engaged in it should now include such

O.P.A. Administrator

CHESTER

MAGAZINES

Clinton F. Thomas

(By Subscription)

OPTOMETRIST

New, Renewal, and

Has opened an office Btf .
Fitting Glasses at
<92 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME,
Hours: 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAV AND

Special Offers

BOWLES

says:

you fare? cutting pulpwood”

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

tivities in connection with any application for supple-

and the distance it must be trucked.

“Ceiling prices for pulpwood^iave been set by this office

entary gasoline, tire, or automotive rations.

“If you are using gasoline-powered equipment in saw

and are available upon application to your nearest OPA

drawing or trucking pulpwood and it is absolutely

District Office. Pulpwood prices are now at a peak. There

>S,

r, ,1 zl ■* I

t—

• 1 nil Ck 11'

’
Cut

“Ray” Sherman

Now
to

76 Masonic SL,

Rockland, Me.

Phone 1168

SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

•i-tf

A.

“Tell, your rationing board

NEWSPAPERS

2-tf

can Vocational
Society In Chi
cago predicted
that within a few
years America
would need
twenty times as
many technlRufus T. Strohm clans as we have
~~
today.
1
Our plant facilities have been
greatly Increased to meet the de
mands for war materials. To mainThe Curies worked together i n their laboratory seek
i tain capacity production in peace
ing to prove the existance of an unknown element.
time will require technicians able
to convert the plants to a different
type of use and to develop the
manufacture of completely new
products. This work will call for
i broad basic knowledge and for tech
nical skill of the highest order.
i
Much of the technical advance
which this country has made dur
ing the war has been shared with
other nations or duplicated by
them. In the competition for world
markets when peace comes, there
fore? we shall have to rely upon our
technicians for fresh and continu
ing advances, if we are to hold our
world leadership.
Furthermore, we must
have
enough of them to train the men
?hey spent four years working daily in all kinds of Their efforts were rewarded at last when on Christreleased from the armed forces
into skilled workers who can be ab
veather in a leaky shed seeking to isolate the pre mas Eve, after they thought they had failed, the
sorbed by the mechanized industry
of tomorrow.
•
For these reasons, the postwar
prosperity of the nation will de
I date teacher and Albert T. Adams the army specialized training course pend in great measure upon men
and Leslie A. Packard, music com at the Illinois Institute of Technol with technical "know-how”—both
upon their ability and upon their
ogy, Chicago; Rev. and Mrs. J. number.
mittee.
As President of the Ingraham Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., of Cam- Charles MacDonald, Mrs. Melvin H. That means something personal
to every worker. What you do with
Bible Class At the Bap ' den was speaker at this ladies’ night Dorr, Jr., and Edwin H. Crie.
the job you have now will de
meeting. He discussed the place of Thirty-five were present includ termine the job you have ahead.
tist Church
1 the Christian in this war torn world ing thirteen ladies. John L. Stahl, This is true at any time for you
Ernest L. Brazier was re-elected and during his challenging talk chef, assisted toy Charles H. Morey as an individual, but it 4s true now
in an added sense for you as au
president of the Ingraham Bible stated that. “The one hope of the and Raphael S Sherman, as com American.
mittee cf arrangements, served a
The Job ahead for you—the job
class at annual meeting held last i world is foreign missions.”
for which you can now be fitting
fish
chowder
supper.
Other
speakers
were:
Frank
H.
night in the First Baptist Church
yourself if you wish—is a part of
diningroom. Other officers selected, Ingraham, who read letters from D
Job ahead for your country.
Mrs. G Carl Cassens of Camden the
How well you are able to do your
all re-elections, were: Raymond D. O. Smiley of New York. Rev. Charles
Bowden, vice president; Charles H. C. Howse cf Jamaica Plain and a street is confined to her bed as a part will help determine whether
result of injuries received in a fall this nation wins or loses the peace.
mance. In M^tro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s filmization of their
e tc
her, Greer Garson and
.Walter Pidgeon are 1
lited for the third
time as the loving pair.
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APPROVED BY OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION

CUT PULPWOOD!

BURPEE
Fnneral Home

OXFORD PAPER COMPANY

TELS. M0—1174-M t
U»-112 LIMEROCK ST
BOCKLAND, ME.

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER CO.

HOLLINGSWORTH & WHITNEY CO.

Ambulance Service
Tyrone Power, Myma Loy and Ge >rge Brent in “The Rains Came.”

Uo-feature, “Campus Rhythm” with Gale Storm and Johnny Downs.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO.

-LET THESE MILLS KNOW HOW MUCH YOU WILL SUPPLY 1—
ST. CROIX PAPER COMPANY

EASTERN CORPORATION

EASTERN PULP WOOD CO.

S. 0. WARREN COMPANY

PEJEPSCOT PAPER COMPANY

PENOBSCOT CHEMICAL FIBRE CO.
PENOBSCOT PURCHASING CO.

KEYES FIBRE CO., Inc.
MAINE SEABOARD PAPER CO.
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Page Four
with its pants down and. its suspen
ders trailing.
"They started the long glide down,
circling the field, and then Buzz
peeled off and started in on them.
Russ was to ffcllow, but at a good
distance, so he wouldn’t pick up in
his propellers the fragments of Jap
planes tossed up by Buzz’s frag

WALDOBORO
ft ft ft ft
MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
, •
ftft ftft
Telephone 78

r Tu^sHay-FridaV

EAST WALDOBORO
Lester Mank, Mrs. Dora Whitney
and daughters Elizabeth and Emma
were visitors Saturday in Damari
scotta.
Miss Ruth Pease of Warren was
guest Friday of Mrs Dorothy Aho

I

WARREN

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 46

®

T. Irving Sawyer of Thomaston
bombs.
"So down they went—Buzz first,
was
a caller Wednesday at L. L.
Officers-elect and appointed in
Miss Clara Gay returned1 Friday
then Russ, just skimming the field.
Mank’s.
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Ivy
Chapter. OES.. will be Infrom
Bath.
As the first target came into sight
Ralph
Benner
and
Robert
Coffin
,
stalled
Friday.
Members
of
St.
Buzz let go first one and then the
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Bowden
other of his 30-pound fragmentation and Raymond Bowden of Rockland, were business callers in this place George Lodge, F A.M., and their
bombs, and looking back over his were guests Sunday of Mr. and the past we^k.
wives are invited and each member
©.WHITE
W-N.U. FEATURES
shoulder, he saw old Russ was just
of
the Chapter is privileged to in
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff, daugh
Held, until he changed the order.
CHAPTER IV
coming in behind him. Buzz went Mrs. A. L>. Gray.
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
"Presently there comes scooting on across the field and then pulled
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau has, re ter Elsa of Chapel Corner. Mr. and vite one guest.
Wonder Workers 4-H Club will
•*A lot of damned fools were wav in one of those little low P-26's that up sharply to watch Russ’ bombs go turned from Boston, where she Mrs. Harold Flanders and daughAdvertisements to this column not to exceed three linos In
ing flashlights around unnecessarily, were used by the Filipino Air Force right down the line. Russ’ tail was visited her sister, Mrs. George tei Jane of the village were guests meet Saturday at 2, at the home of
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
and I thought, ‘Suppose a Jap Recto —an old stick-and-wire job with non- on fire from Jap ack-ack, and he
the local leader, Mrs. Edna Moore.
Sunday at J L Flanders.
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
plane catches a glint of this.' Pretty retractable landing gear which is knew it, but he stayed dead on his Brown.
"Dish-washing
by
Time-Saving
small words to a Sine.
___ - Miss Dorothy Orff, Warren passed
soon I heard a plane and raised up practically a museum piece. I give run, making direct hits on those Mrs. Maude Clark Gay returned
Special Notice: AD -blind ads” so ejDed L
to listen, but when it came in plain him the green light, because I can neatly lined-up Jap planes, and then to Boston, Friday after spending the weekend with her mother, Mrs Methods,” will be the subject. A
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courtsrer I recognized the deep four-motor see he is already so full of bullet —Buzz still watching—Russ pulled two weeks in town.
Teresa Munroe Clara Ramsdell of I judging contest on hemmed patchees
Gasette office for handling, cost 2* eents addltionaL
grind of one of our ownVortresses— holes I don’t see how he can stay in up at the end of the field in a slow
Bath was recent guest.
was conducted Thursday by the
John H. Kennedy, SSc. son of Mr.
It was undoubtedly one of the dozen the air—and out jumps this little half-roll and—went in. Buzz says it's
C. C. Bowers called Thursday on Happy-Go-Luckies Girls’ 4-H Club,
which had been left down on Del Filipino fighter pilot. All he wants just possible Russ was able to bail and Mrs. William A. Kennedy of
TO LET
Henry
Bovey at Knox Hospital.
j with Mrs. Anna S. Hardy, club LOST AND FOUND
Monte Field, now coming in from is more gas and more bullets for his out—he couldn’t wait to be sure, for Waldoboro, is enjoying a leave at
The chemical was called from the a8ent present. She awarded pins
the long trip from Mindanao to spend little ,30-caliber gun, and he’s back now he was getting ready for his sec home.
CLEAN Dry Storage to let in Brick
IRISH setter lost. BYRON MCDON
the rest of the night on Clark and up in the air for more ot it. Those ond run, all alone. He came in on I
village for a chimney fire at Walter > ^or participation In the Style Dress ALD. 75 Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 2089 Block. Inquire at. POST OFFICE..
9*12
9*10 RockpQW,. Tel. 2372, Camden.
in the morning pound some of those kids did a magnificent job for their this second pass through the Jap' Mrs. Kenneth B. Norton has Aho’s. No damage was reported. ,Revue- to Miss Marie Crockett and
TWO Tfcoras. kitchenette and batn
sold
the
Wade
homestead
on
scores of Jap transports which were islands with that decrepit junk.
BETWEEN
Waldoboro
and
Rockland
ack-ack with his six ,50-calibers
Henry lives Sr. Ivan Scott and Miss Martha Griffin. The next Jan. 23d. coal ashes sifter with crank to let, heated, electric stove, floor
said to be swarming off Luzon.
pounding
away at those parked Friendship street, to John H. Miller. Norman Miller were in Augusta on meeting will be Thursdaj’ after lost. Finder please notify DR. J. H. coverings furnished; also 3 steam ra
“
Everybody
was
jumpy
—
we
didn
’
t
' "And I hoped •AV
to God
that single ,
DAMON. 153 Limerock St., City. Re diators for sale. HASKELL &. CORTwo new books have recently
Vtrin had been’ know wha* mlnute the Japs would' Planes-some were already burning
8 9
school.
remaining runw/ay strip naa Deen ____
buslness
ward.
9-10 THELL. Camden, Me.
i
from the hnmhs he anrf Bii« had
=5—-5-5!SS-S
rom the bombs he and Russ had been added to the Public Library—
cleared so they could get down, and come back. I watched one truck ^dropped
Apatriotic
program
will
be
pre

WHITE
and
silver
party
bag
lost
at
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Black
—crossed the field once, and Marquand's “So Little Time” and
they wouldn’t have to circle and go | tha< was wandering around the field
O.E.S. Installation or from Masonic
had
banked
to
come
in
for
a
third
visited
at Russell McLeods recently. sented Thursday at 7.30 at the Temple to 24 School St. Please re,
FOR SALE
back home. Just then a nervous, ^th a gang flllmg up bomb craters,
Adamic’s “My Native Land.”
turn to 24 School St., City. MRS H.
pass
when
Jap
tracers
began
whizz

Woman
’
s
Club
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Hoffses
of
antiaircraft battery opened up on the Suddenly the air-raid bell sounded.
9
ing past his cockpit from behind. He
The Brotherhood will meet Tues Camden and Mrs Bessie Hoffses Willis Vinal. in charge of Mrs. Au- W FRENCH •
SHOATS for sale.
PETER
Fortress, and then they all did. | and those «uys dlvod °ut of the truck looked
PAPERS
lost
ln
envelope.
Finder
WARDS. 271 Limerock St. Tel.
over
his
shoulder
to
see
that
day
night
in
the
Methodisit
vestry.
There it was again-lack of organi- ; jn every direction to run for foxwere in Bath, called by the serious Susta Moon, Mrs. Luella Crockett, please notify IRVING CROCKETT,
9 11
South Thomaston. Tel. 371-4, Rock
zation, maybe a mix-up in identiflca- ! holes> leaving the driverless truck the last two of those four Zeros were
Miss
Elizabeth
Fitch,
daughter
Illness
of Karl Hoffses. The com- Mrs. Edna Jones. Hostesses will be land.
BACK ON THE AIR AGAIN, with
9*10
diving
on
him.
Of
course
there
was
tion signals. We just hadn’t had time to keep wandering right on over onto nothing he could do but push his of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Fitch, and munity was saddened to learn of j Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. Grace RATION Book No 3 lost MARGIE the following Items for sale: 3 James
way Wood Brooder stoves, used only
to get set up for a war. But there its nose in a shell crater. Those throttle up to the fire wall—jamming George Vannah, son of Mr. and
Cunningham, Mrs. Florence Kim H. SUKEFORTH. 30 No Main St. 7-T-9 5 weeks, a good one-horse harness,
the
death
Wednesday
of
Karl
phony
alerts
were
a
constant
strain,
was nothing I could do that night.
pair of good one-horse sleds. 2 brown
on all the gas his engine would take Mrs. Ernest Vannah, both of this Hoffses at Bath Hospital.
ball, Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs. Ray RATION Books No 3 and 4 lost MRS enamel parlor heaters as well
some
"When it quieted down I tried to even though each one was called off —and try to get away.
CHARLOTTE STEVENS. Old County good black ones that I will sell cheap,
town, were married Tuesday at the
sleep, but I could still hear the fifteen minutes later. I’ve since
John Lance of Virginia, assisted chel Dqrant, Mrs. Katri Salomakl. Road,
2 Universal electric stoves, a nice grey
City
___________7*T-9
(Air force slang meaning his plane Methodist parsonage, by Rev. J. C.
voices of my boys in my ears as I wondered if maybe fifth-columnists
Guests will be welcomed tonight GAS Ration book lost. RALPH enamel cook stove, and 10 lbs of coal
by boys of the F. F. A. ot the
weren
’
t
turning
in
most
of
them.
went
into
the
ground.)
to start lt with; a 2-horse air cooled
.had talked to them in the morning—
Collind. They were attended ijy Waldoboro High School tested at « the meeting of the Parent- PEASE. 36 Gleason St.. Thomaston'.
gas engine, 3 good cabinet Vlctrolas. 2
"That morning our fighters (yes
9*T 11 very nice china closets, some cabinet
"Inch by inch he pulled away Mr. andl Mrs. Edwin Hussey. The
and then I would see them lying in
Teachers Association, as members
RATION Book No. 3. lost, some and table model redlos, both electric
that sprawling line which pointed terday’s raid had left maybe fifteen from those Zeros—he looked back at bride was a graduate in 1943 of poultry recently at McIntire and
are privileged to invite those inter where near Sno wShipyard. PATRICIA and battery, one dandy Singer drop
Simmons.
away from the plane to nowhere, out of the two dozen which had the field oncQ and saw about six
D ROBINSON. Thomaston.
9*T 11 head sewing-machine, one 7-horse
and I don’t know which was more been on Iba Field) were doing a good fires going—and Buzz said it the Waldoboro High School Mr.
Mrs Mabel Borden Ls ill. Mrs. ested in the work of the Association.
single phase Electric Motor, 110 or 220.
RATION Book No. 4, lost. HELEN Ice saw. 500 feet of new electric house
job. And learning, too was damned lucky he got back to Vannah is employed at the Me- Jennie Heyer and Mrs. Thurlow The meeting will start at 7.30.
real as I lay there, the voices or magnificent
171
F BARTON, 12 Fales St.. City. 9’ T-ll wire, 2 nearly new hand wringers, one
this was their first day of real the field, because he could tell the : domak Canning Factory at the
the sprawling line.
TIRE chains lost on School street, Delavel 6 cow separator, water pump.
Heyer
and
daughter
of
North
School
Notes
"And what about Margo, halfway , lighting, and there is just a hell of boys that a P-40 eould outrun a Mills.
near Odd Fellows Block. Size 6.50x16. 2 10O gal. oil drums, one nearly new,
Waldoboro are with her
hp Electric motor, cap. 1000 gal
K.
around the world? Had she heard a I°t about war that you can’t find Zero at sea level. Remember,
Students on the honor roll at the Finder please phone LUCIEN 8-9
per
hour; electric flat Irons, and of
Mrs. Alex Dixon and daughter
Pvt. Otto Bowden, Jr. of Port High School, as announced by Prin GREEN. 541, Rockland.
anything? And how long would it be in any book and that they can’t though, he said outrun, not outmacourse. I always have a good assort
Judith,
and
son
Roland
French
teach
you
in
maneuvers.
Buzz
Wagneuver.
ment of good electric refrigerators.
land was at home a few days last cipal Fred Perkins, Jr., are: Seniors,
before I could tell her that Eddie
Remember that gll of the Republi
"In those days everybody was have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. week.
Oliver and I were all that were left
WANTED
cans ln California, are going to send
Mary Drewett; juniors, Betty Moore,
learning stuff that wasn’t in the John Johannlson.
of Old 99 she had waved goodby to
the President their dimes. This ls the
only way they pan get any change ln
Lots Norwood, Natalie Tolman and
book, and passing it on. Everybody
at Albuquerque six weeks ago? Or
MAN or woman wanted for part time the White House, so if you want any
George
Brackett
afid
Mr.
and
had to learn, which is why we don’t
Ethel Wiley; sophomores, Harry bookkeeper. Job can be handled if change ln my Adv’s Oh. H—— you
would I ever tell her?
HOPE
get bitter at being mishandled at Mrs. Ralph Brackett and daughter
know whiat to do. HAROLD B. KALER,
"I had promised the boys this was
Wayne Smith Is spending this Laiho, Patricia Moody, Mary Nor otherwise employed. HOTEL ROCK
9 10 Washington, Me.
Tel. 5-25. Always
first.
were recent visitors at the home of week with his grandparents, Mr. wood, Barbara Perry and Frances LAND
Just the opening game and that there
9tf
HOUSE KEEPER wanted to care for home Sundays.
"But
Buzz
always
hated
to
talk
Mrs. H. Maude Orbeton.
were a lot more Saturdays coming,
children;
37 FULTON ST.
Good
Wren.
and
Mrs.
Hobbs.
LADY
’
S
electric
seal
coat
for
sale,
about himself. ‘Did you hear about
home. W H THORNDIKE.
9*10
so what did it matter if this first
Miss Mary Miller and classmate
slightly used. GEO. RYAN, Thorndike
supper guests Sunday of the R. E.
High School students, who have
the Rat?’ he asked me, very excited.
one belonged to the Japs? In the
MAN
and
wife
wanted
to
have
free Grill, City.__________________________9Mt
Miss
Betty
Patten
of
Marblehead,
The Rat of course was our old friend
Brown’s.
not been absent or tardy the past rent for care of children; 37 FULTON
GOOD home overlooking harbor,
end we would win. Only now I be
ST. W H. THORNDIKE.
9*10 nice condition, new plumbing. Price
Lieutenant
Sam
Marrett,
who
had
^
ass
-»
and
Mrs.
Emma
Spear
of
gan wondering about that sprawling
Mr. and Mrs. Emer True were nine weeks of school are, seniors,
A 1941 OLDSMOBILE, Pontiac. Dodge, reasonable for quick sale. Write BOX
picked up this nickname at Ran- ' Portland, have been recent guests
line and where it pointed to. Maybe
9*12
Red Cross sewing meetings are Ruth Young; sophomores, Barbara Chrysler or Bulck wanted. Will pay 314. Rockport... Maine...
dolph
Field
because
of
his
pointed
of
Mrs.
M.
Louise
Miller,
It trailed off into nothing, and at
$1200 for low mileage car. Write giv
STOVES for sale, from $10 up. C E.
held
Fridays
from
1
30
to
4
o
’
clock
Perry,
Warren
Philbrook;
fresh

ing make, model, mileage car has been GROTTON, 138 Camden St.
nose and small face. ‘The Rat took J Miss Avis Maloney of Warren rethe end would be only chaos and de
Tel
general condition and your
four winglings out on patrol, and 'cently visited Mrs. Donald Wallace, at the home of Mrs. Ralph Went men, Dorothy Beane, Marjorie driven,
feat. I didn’t know, and when I
phone number. Address AUTO, ca-e 1091W._______________________________ 8tf
they were laying back above a
x „
KITCHEN stove for sale; 21 CLAR
worth. More women are needed for Penney. Monica Penney, Olive Rob Courier-Gazette._____________________ 9tf
realized it would do no good to guess
ENDON ST,, City.
____________ 9*11
hillside on Lingayen when they spot- j
rs -^argaret Lentz of Beach- sewing.
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholster.
or hope, then I went to sleep.
inson, Evelyn Wall, Natalie Wall.
1936
TERRAPLANE
sedan
for sale.
called
for
and
delivered.
T.
J.
FLEM

ted
a
Jap
landing
party,
so
they
I
m
°nt,
Mass.,
has
been
visiting
her
"Early next morning the good-na
Mrs. David E. Brown and son
Muriel Anderson of class ’44 has ING, 19 Birch St. Tel. 212W 98-T-tf TEL. 375-11, City.
_____________ 9-10
aunt
Mrs
H.
K.
Crowell.
climbed
to
get
altitude
and
then
tured ceok of the antiaircraft bat
Stephen went Saturday to Boston been elected to the Student Coun ELECTRIC train engine wanted, any
PAIR of lady’s sport shoes for sale,
peeled off out of the sun onto it—the
Alarmed because they had seen
tery which had set up headquarters
size or shape to fit stan dard (O) brown alligator grain leather, size 4C.
where
they
were
met
by
Lt.
Brown
cil
to
replace
Frank
Barrett,
who
Rat
leading,
of
course
—
in
one
long
gauge track. Write N. F . care of Cou Practically
new.
MRS.
LEROY
just outside the house gave us break
no sign of her for several days
______9tf FIELD. 19 McLoud St. Tel. 306J
string, each picking his barge. What
t
.
After passing the night in Waltham, has transferred to Waldoboro High rier-Gazette, or TEL. 132.
fast. It was only coffee, bread, and
_____________________________________ 8-10
happened no one knew for sure. But ?eighbors forced an entrance into
MAID wanted, $25 up. Small family,
an apple, but wonderful compared [
as guests of Lt. Brown's brother, School. Since Barrett was also laundry
HAVE you ordered your Wilson milk
out.
MRS. HAWLEY. 780
one
of
the
Rat
’
s
bullets
must
have
Grants
home
on
Jefto what was to come. Then I got
Walter Brown, they went to West president of the Student Council, it High St., Bath. Tel. 725._________ 9*lt cooler? Delay will be dangerous. We
touched
off
the
magazine
racks
in
Person
street
yesterday
and
found
still
have most sizes of engine and
right back to the field and reported ,
ARE you over 38 or dissatisfied with electric
coolers In stock. We have a
the Jap barge he picked, anyway her body lying on the floor. Medi- Falmouth on the Cape where they has been necessary to re-elect present
to the Colonel, who sent me over to !
conditions? Why not assure few cattle
stanchions at $3.75. W. S.
will
make
their
heme
while
Lt.
all
officers
in
the
Council,
for
the
yourself
of
unlimited
Income
by
sup

the
barge
blew
right
up
in
his
face,
C
al
Examiner
Odiome
said
she
had
be in charge of the field’s control
PrLLSBURY & SON. Waterville.
8-9
plying
nearby
farmers
with
In

f£en,hat’f PlavC, disin;.egrf\ted‘ been dead at least a day. Mrs. Grant Brown is stationed at Camp Ed remainder of the school year, thus: secticides, Sp-ays. Stock & Poultry
tower. On the way I dropped my
1941 MERCURY 4sdoor sedan for
But the other four kids continued on
.
wards.
Perfect
copiSitlon,
excellent
stuff off at the barracks and noticed
President, Ethel Wotton'; vice pres Minerals, and other essential farm sale.
their
runs,
first
dropping
their
frag
was
a
natlve
of
Sco
tland
- and leavca
products needed to assure maximum tires. Contact P O. BOX 895. Rock
that a few more faces, had come
ident, Betty Moore; secretary, Lois farm production. No capital or ex land. Phone 1280.
7-10
bombs, and then strafing back and one 5011 - Albert, who resides in
creeping back out of the hills. They
necessary. Write WATKINS,
ployed: by the Lakeview Press, and Norwood; treasurer, Frances Wren. perience
LIVE
bait
for
sale.
H.
H.
CRIE
CO
.
forth
—
they
had
Japs
diving
off
those
Portland.
Funeral
services
will
be
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"Over at the field, six of the Min
Rural Farmers and Fishermen living
thopedic hospital fbr children, near beyond
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was the tower, not going on mis- I collind, pastor of the Methodist was there six years. After three plays; March 17, Minstrel show; Boston. Good salary. Apply to NEW
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islands using BATTERY RA
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dispersed areas while they were
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PEABODY
HOME
FOR ders shipped promptly. Radio Service
The air raid bell sounded and suddenly I saw a parachute blos
CUSHING
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March Field. Now he was headed anything he saw.
I He d lald a direct bit square on the ! economic department.
Complete equipment.
Including 40
out on his first battle mission.
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solutely harmless
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•^Richards. Portland. Mrs Louise days at 2.30 at the Baptist Church.
FREE! H excess acid causes you
which were reported in a certain so much of it Buzz figured it must had been hanging on ever since he
NEED cash? X pay from $25 to $50
each for old hair cloth arm chairs; pains of Stomach Ulcers. Indigestion.
area off northern Luzon, pretty have been at least a Jap battleship left the convoy, hit him. They put kin) Mathews, and married Etta Fiske, Mathews and/ Miss Myrtle Sunday School will be at 1.45
need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay Heartburn, Belching. Bloating. Nausea.
Jack Ames is employed by M. J. also
heavily.defended, they would be. bet- i shoveling it up at him, so he was a lucky incendiary into his oxygen Eugley. a sister of Mrs. Annie Rich Fiske of Damariscotta, nieces of
good prices for old marble top tables Gas Pains, get free sample, Udga. at
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maybe even something bigger.
When 16 years of age he started Mrs. Howard Meservey of South
ing above the cloud layer—wham he
“Bobby” Edson has returned to FRENCH. 10 High 8t., Camden.
"Colin was photographing every spotted four Jap fighters high above But Colin wasn’t rattled. He gave his career as a printer by entering
vestry
105tf last Friday night, with Rev.
Hope.
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home of his grandmother, Mrs.
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over
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inter

word in his mind. He looked tired him. He was tempted to dump his
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted, Mary Gibson in charge, and sev
the employ of Llewellyn Miller, then
from flying all night, had had little bombs—which would give him more phone system for the other eight
also marble top tables., and old
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St, eral adult members of the parish
if any slkep—his ordinarily neat uni speed and maneuverability—and go boys of his crew to climb into their editor and owner of the Lincoln
Tel. Rockland. 1240.
102tf assisting.
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News.
At
25
years
of
age
form was smeared with grease as up there to tangle with them, but . chutes and abandon ship.
though he’d been working on his those bombs, according to his brief- ' “Now a part of this procedure ln he moved with his family to FramMr. and Mr.s CoSby Howard, son
engines himself—and we had time ing. were destined for some planes a Fortress is that the pilot must be ingham, Mass , w’here he was emMary Robbins, after a few weeks'
Carl,
and daughter Lillian visited
only to exchange waves as he head the Japs had just put ashore on a the last to leave. It’s the same in
visit with his parents, Brig-Gen.
•
Sunday with their sister and aunt,
ed for his plane to load his bombs field near Lingayen. so he kept on the Navy except that it’s sometimes
tt SQon someoneT --- and Mrs. Merritt Edson in Wash
and I climbed up into the tower. I his course.
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan.
just a gallant gesture, particularly
° giving
ington. D. C.
“The thing was practically a sieve'
the captain can’t help much him a slug of rye and a brisk rub"But all of a sudden about three when
Mrs. Minerva Packard was guest
. .
.
Ljzzie Young is guest of her niece,
from bullets which had ripped bushels of red-hot Jap tracers came .by staying,
and if the ship does
go ! down
ghip ln the wardroom of another
Sunday
of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
through the corrugated iron dufing whizzing by his cockpit. He pushed down under him he can float away
Mrs Laurence Stimpson.
"But ln the Air Force it’s the
Flora
Hunt.
yesterday’s strafing. A couple of the stick forward to nose her down, from the. bridge in his life jacket.
Alonzo Seavey is visiting hi
real McCoy. Because if a Fortress '
privates had been up there for twen and then in a climbing turn to
Rev. H. F. Aldrich of Augusta,
daughter.
Mrs Walter Trish i
is on fire, somebody has to stay on
ty-four hours without food or relief— the right pulled her back up into the
district
Superintendent was the
South
Portland.
the stick to keep her level and right
I guess everybody must have for sun—and then he looked back to see
speaker
Sunday
at the Community
side
up
while
the
other
eight
make
gotten them, but they’d done a swell that two of the four Jap fighters had
BUSINESS Stationery
their jumps. That somebody is the
Methodist Church. At noon a par
job. Looking at all those jagged detached to work him over.
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pilot, and that’s one of the things
holes in the sheet-iron walls, I didn't | "They were coming hell-for-breakish dinner was enjoyed. In the
The Woman’s Society met with
you must be ready to do in order
see how they’d come out alive, but fast, so he pulled a cute maneuver—
afternoon
Mr. Aldrich conducted the
to wear those pretty silver wings on
they explained it—told me if I got
Mrs. Harold Cobb for its annual
throttled back suddenly to let them
Fourth Quarterly Conference, at
your chest that the betterstrafed, I could lie down along one go roaring on by him, and then
meeting Jan. 19. These officers
upholstered girls 4 stare at in the
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory
sheet-iron wall behind a pile of lead opened up on their vanishing tails,
were chosen: President, Mrs. Jose the close of which he showed in
better-upholstered bars.
battery cases used to run the field j His first burst pul them both on
teresting films relating to several
phine Aldus; vice-president, Mrs.
lights.
"Well,
Colin
stayed
on
the
stick
Those good old .50-calibers— :
Gertrude Harriman, Mrs. Effie Sib phases of the War. The Church
“I didn’t need to, though, because ' fire.
as his plane dropped with its oxygen
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the
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and
when
ley; secretary, Mrs. Etta Marriner;
there was a little concrete cellar at
system flaming, and all eight got
they
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all
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omitted, will meet as usual next
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the foot of the tower ladder we were
out, and I suppose carefully counted
treasurer, Mrs. Harriet Knight.
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all
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time
Buzz
1
Sunday
to use as an air raid shelter. There
one thousand—two thousand—three
Gilbert Ripley is spending a
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’
t
dumped
his
,
bombs.
They
was an alert at least once an hour
thousand like it says in the book,
easily have cost him his life,
short furlough at home from his
all day—the bell seemed to be ring might
before they pulled their cords and
If you need to
but
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job
was
to
get
to
Lingayen
duties
in the Navy.
ing constantly, and it seemed most Field, where he had a rendezvous
their chutes blossomed.
of my time was spent shinnying up with Lieutenant Russell Church.
Lieut. Chilton Williams, -who is
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and down that ladder.
statements and envelopes that
out,
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got
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own
chute
on
serving
in the U. S. Air Corps in
"As he approached Lingayen, first
"My job of course was to handle
personalize your correspond
and opened his top escape-hatch win
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he saw Russ, who fell in on his
the tower lights—give the boys the
ence and impress your client*
dow above that fume-filled cockpit
rank of Captain.
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—
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planes
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thte great blood-iron tonlo-Lydl*
Mr and Mrs. Harold Cobb visited
land on the field—but the Colonel lined up just like it was for an
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Mrs. C. M. Burgess in Union.
Jo relieve symptoms of functional
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Before the snows of December shall
1944 the flaming banner of Freedom for
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/
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Medford; from the office of Su
pervisor of Shipbuilding, Bath, Lt.
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
THOMASTON
J. L. Pfeffer. Lt. J. J. Barry, Com.
X\ ZX
E.
H. Whitehurst of the U. S. Na\j^
ft
ft
ft
ft
Tenth Time Never Fails, Pro
and
Ensign Martha Dinsmore of
E.
A.
CHAMPNEY
MISS NELLIE AMES
GLADYS O. CONDON
viding You Do Not
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WAVES.
Correspondent
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
XS ZS XV
Weaken
ft ft ft ft
Miss Virginia R. Kopp of Col
Tel.
2228
chester,
Conn., fiancee of Peter Mc
2340
Tel.
TCI. 113-3
(By One Who Won)
Grath, was week-end guest at the
Yes sir, the Goose and his Gan
The annual meeting of the Twen
The Camden High Basketeers are |home of j^r. and Mrs. Christian J.
Mrs. Mary Hull Chaffee, wife of
ders have won a ball game. For guests of Rockland tonight and will windvand.
tieth Century Club, scheduled for
Thomas C. Chaffee, died Jan. 29
nine long weeks the little Town of play two games at the Community
Jan 28 has been indefinitely post
at her home in Gardjner. She wa3
They “Walked the Water"
Vinalhaven has been a haven of Building. Both games are expected
poned.
born in this town, daughter of Rob
The members of the Camden
gloom for the Ganders’ bowling to be hard close games. The Cam
ert and Julia F. Hull. Surviving are
Earl D. Acnorn entered the Mur
Business
Men’s Association and
team.
The
cold,
white
snow,
which
a niece, Mrs. Vesper Rokes of War
den teams will meet Waldoboro
ray Home, Camden, Friday as a
guests
“
walked
the water" with the
for this nine weeks has covered this Friday at the Camden Y.M.C.A.
ren, and a cousin, Frances W.
rheumatic fever patient. Mrs. Wil
grand
old
sidewheel
steamboats of
island hamlet, like a leaden blanket,
Spear, also of Warren. Interment
ma Rhodes is substituting at the
Gordon Bruce, U.S.CG., was
now sparkles with the zest and joy guest recently of Mr. and' Mrs. the Boston-Bangor Line last night
was in Warren.
school.
with John M. Richardson, author cf
of
life worth living. The sea gulls Robie Ames. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Daucett
Mrs. Melvin Psndexter returned
“
Steamboat Lore of the Penobscot^
soar
higher
and
utter
softer
and
entertained Friday in honor of Mrs.
home Friday from Portland after a
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary will as guest speaker.
Silver Tea
more pleasant mating calls.
The meet in the KF. hall Wednesday
Daucett's birthday. Beano and
few days visit with her daughter,
The
Silver
Tea
held
Saturday
af

Tire old paddlers and their ro
fish
along
the
shore,
after
hiding
other games were enjoyed. Those
Mrs. Linwood Bussell. While there
for its postponed installation. Sup mantic stories were sketched from
ternoon
at the home of Mrs J. Rus present were: Mr. and Mrs. Max
themselves in deep dark caverns of per will be served at 6 under the
she attended the Pythian Sisters in
1819 to the present day and a lively
sell Davis, benefitting the Friendly well Young. Rockland, Mrs. John
the ocean bottom, now come to the
stallation.
direction of Mrs. Hattie Cole and open forum testified to the fact that
Circle cf the Federated Church, Hyssong, Jr., Portland, Mr. and Mrs.
surface and frolic with hope and
Mrs. Edith Chapman suffered a
Mrs. Carrie Higgins.
there is iplenty salt in the blood of
was an outstanding social event, Casper Daucett, Mr. and Mrs.
joy.
fractured right arm from a fall on nearly 100 women braving the storm
Midshipman William Daucett Camden men.
Even the lobsters, who have no
the ice Saturday morning. She is to attend. The tea table was lovely Ralph H. Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
has returned: to the Maine Mari
The highly Informal and infor
reason
to love the Goose and this
liam
Jennings,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
now with her daughter, Mrs. Her in its appointments, with a lace
time AChdemy after visiting his mative open forum carried through
particular gang of lobster caters,
Bohndell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
bert Wood, Limerock street, Rock
mother, Mrs. Lois Daucett.
its lusty yarning until 9 15 and the
cloth, crystal, silver tea service and Carver, Mrs. Myra Giles, Mrs, Jen
flip
backward over the ocean bed
land.
speaker
avowed he had secured new
floral centerpiece of jonquils and nie Ingraham, Mrs. Henry Bohndell
Midshipman
Jack
McKean
has
with a bit more zest and flippancy,
A special meeting of Grace Chap Scotch heather, the gift of L. E
information
enough to fill another
returned
to
Castine
after
passing
while the clams, sticking their necks
and Elizabeth and Forest Daucett.
ter, OES.. will be held Wednesday Clark of Rockland.
book.
the
week-end
at
his
home.
out even as you and I, shoot sky
Mrs. Amy Miller is confined to her
at 8 o'clock for installation which Long white tapers cast a friendly
This was the first session with the
John Hart of Pennsylvania is
ward
big streams of water as a sig
Is semi-public. Mrs. Edith Smith, glow in the dining room and cut home by illness.
new
officers in charge. Fessenden
visiting friends and relatives here.
nal that all's well that ends well.
The Johnson Society will meet
district deputy grand matron of flowers were used throughout the
Midshipman Maynard L. Norton W. Miller wielding the gavel, sup
Yes, sir, the Goose and his Gan
Lincolnville will be the installing oth€r rocms Mrs Paul Taylor of Wednesday with Miss Marion Weid
ported by vice presidents Frank l/\
ders have wen a ball game. People of the Maine Maritime Academy
officer, assisted by Mrs. Emma Washington, D C house guest of man.
hurry to greet him on the street spent the week-end at the home of Morrow and John P Leach John
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs
Young as grand marshal and Mrs Mrs. Davis, and Mrs. Forest Stone of
and congratulate him on the lifting liis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Keith L. Tewksbury is secretary-collector,
day with Mrs. Fannie Thompson.
Blanche Vose as grand chaplain. A Thomaston, poured.
and A. Victor Elmore treasurer.
of the siege. They slap him on the Norton.
The Public Library will be closed
program will intersperse the in The committee in charge com
Officers elected to Seaside Chap
back with childish glee, and the
stallation and later in the evening prised: Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Mrs. Wednesday on account of the illness
WEST ROCKPORT
Goose, no longer a gaunt and emaci ter O.E.S. are: Doris Ogier, worthy
there will be a sccial with refresh Phillip L. Greenleaf, Mrs. Raymond of the librarian.
Miss
Hazel Nutt, who was called
matron;
John
Felton,
worthy
pa

ated,
old
man,
with
swaying
head
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Turner
and
ments served.
Spear and Miss Helen Studley.
and feeble tread, walks erect, with tron; Mary Alley, associate matron; home from the U. of M. by tho
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maltais and A tidy sum was added to the daughter of Worcester, Mass., are
shoulders
lifted and squared, head Wilson Burgess, associate patron; death of her grandmother, Mrs.
sons Robert and William, returned treasury and a social afternoon en in town, called by the death of his
held
high,
and looking every man Louise Walker, secretary; Lillian Carleton Davis of Rcckport, spent
to Everett, Mass,, yesterday, after a joyed, which will be long remem mother, Mrs. Nancy O. Turner.
straight
in
the eye, his whole be Shaw, treasurer; Marjorie Hoff- the week-end with her sister, Mrs.
Fred A. Norwood, WJt.C. held in
week’s visit with Dr. and Mrs. E R bered by all who attended.
ses, conductress; Beulah Libby, as Keith Crockett.
*
ing the embodiment of nobility.
stallation of officers Friday with
Moss. They were here to attend the
Masons Installed
Yes sir, the Goose and his Gan sociate conductress. Elizabeth Bur * The Tuesday Club met this week
Mrs. Effie L. Salisbury as installing
Masonic installation.
ders
have won a ball game. Scien gess was elected to serve on the with Mrs. Henry Keller. Next week
Dorothy
Lamour
in
“
Riding
High
”
Orient Ledge, F.A.M, will hold its A large number gathered at the officer. Those elected to office were:
Installation Mrs. Harvey Lunden will be hostess.
tists
tell us that for every effect finance committee.
stated meeting tonight at 7.3C. The Masonic Temple Thursday to wit Alice Simonton, president; Margaret
will
be
Feb.
11.
teresting
talk
on
education.
Lion
there must be a cause. If this be
Leman Oxton is able to be out and
Fellowcraft degree will be worked on ness the installation of Orient Wood, senior vice; Dorothy Upham,
Vinalhaven Lions
Mrs. Walter McInnis of Boston at work again, following a siege witl^.
Adams was given a grand hand true then let us quietly pry into the
Lodge, FAM. District Deputy
unior vice; Stella Simonton, secre
two candidates.
when he finished, although he said secret of this momentus phenome christened the tug, AT R-22, a Na grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson en- Grand Master James E. Stevens of tary; Cacilda Cain, treasurer; Em
With
Speakers
Scarce
the
he couldn’t tell whether it was non. On the eve of this memorable val tug rescue craft which was
tertained the Rook Club Saturday .Rockland was the installing officer, ma Torrey, chaplain;
Barbara
The cottage prayer meeting was
from
pleasure
at
his
talk
or
relief
launched
Sunday
at
the
Shipbuild

occasion
12
sturdy
and
hungry
night night at their home on Beech- assisted by Edgar A Ames as Grand Wentworth. conductor;
Marion
held
Wednesday at the home of
Club Produces One Of
that he had ended. Somebody bowlers, with a red faced constable ing and Marine Railway Co. Mrs. Mrs. Keith Crockett.
woods street. Prizes were won by Marshal and Hubert F. Leach as Harris, assistant conductor; Nellie
Its Own
suggested that the next time Lion in charge, met at the home of a McInnis is the wife of Walter Mc
Mrs. Rowell and Mr. Maloney win Grand Chaplain.
Alexander, guard; Katie Chapin,
Mrs. Perley Merrifield spent a fe v
Officers installed were: Worship press correspondent; Thelma Hain
ning high and Mr. and Mrs. Warren
With a somewhat better .than Frank put on a talk that his vest well known merchant, for the an Innis, of Eldridge and McInnis, ma days with her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Knights won low. Others in the ful Master, Elvind R. Moss; senior ing, Beatrice Rider, Lillian Simon average attendance the Vinalhaven pockets be sewed up and his neck nounced purpose of partaking of rine architects and designers of Herbert Merrifield in Union this
party were: Deputy Warden and warden, Frank Adams; junior war ton, Elizabeth Bohndell, color bear Lions Club met in Union Churcn tie removed, for they seemed to be body building and strength giving wooden naval vessels being built in week.
Mrs. Rowell, Mr. and Mrs. Weston den, Earl Porter; treasurer, Alfred ers; Hope Tibbetts, musician. The vestry last Thursday, with Vice magnets for Lion Frank’s hands victuals. The reason for the con Maine shipyards. Among those in
R. J. Heald was confined to the
stable’s presence is a military the sponsor’s party were Mr. and house several days last week by an
Young, Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Wil Strout; secretary, Aaron Clark; installing officer was assisted by President Andie Gilchrist hand and cause him a lot of trouble.
son, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Maloney of chaplain, Charles Woodcock; mar Emma Torrey, chaplain; Barbara ling the gavel and tapping the bell. ! Guests for the evening were Pvt. secret, but when the truth becomes Mrs. H. Potter Trainer of Waban, injury to his leg.
Pleasant Point. Mr. and Mrs. War shal, Edgar Libby; senior deacon, Wentworth, conductor; Ellen Bohn Everybody was glad (?) to see Tail ! Lester Mills, home on furlough; known it will be discovered that at a Mass.; Mr. aryd.' Mrs. Ralph Painter
The Amateur Farmers’ 4-H Boys’
ren Knights and Mr. and Mrs Al Clarence Lunt; junior deacon, War dell, Beatrice Rider, Elizabteh Twister Sellers back in harness after 1 Jack Carlson and Leslie Stinson, all previous meeting of this kind, sev of Norwell, Mass.; Mrs. J. Henry Club met Monday night at the home
•
of
Vinalhaven.
One
name
was
ren Knights; senior steward, Wil Bohndell and Lillian Simonton, having a bout with old man flu. and
bert Anderson
eral pieces of silverware had mys Smith cf Medford, Mass.; and Mr. of the leader, Mrs. Margaret An
presented for membership and
liam
Daggett;
junior
steward,
Al
Pvt. Edwin A. Lynch, who is at
teriously disappeared. But strange and Mrs. Frank R .Sullivan of drews. Ralph Wentworth, county
as color 'bearers; Addie Wentworth, it was with great glee the ether others are expected.
tyler, Charles guard.
tending City College, New York, is bert Anderson;
members watched acting T. T.
The next meeting is scheduled for to relate, with the constable pres Skippers suffer from the poor bowl- !. agent, was the speaker. Re freshspending a week's furlough with his Knights.
Adams
try
to
gyp
the
real
McCoy
ent, Scotty reported the next day
On account of the fuel situation
ments were served.
Feb. 10 at Union Church vestry.
The impressive ceremonies were Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C., will dis with a phoney quarter, to pay a fine.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lynch.
that some cf His silverware was ing of the P M.
And it worked. At least something
Rehearsal for incoming and out climaxed with the presentation of continue holding its weekly meet Lion Adams claimed he was
missing and now even the constable
PORTLAND HEAD
a
gavel
to
the
newly
installed
wor
worked,
for while the Ganders were
going officers of Mayflower Temple,
is a suspect.
ings at the GA.R. hall and will wheedled into trying the bum quar
Capt. John Cameron, retired
VINALHAVEN
P. S, will be held Thursday evening shipful master by a delegation of meet at the home of diffeerent ter on the T. T. by Lion O V. Drew,
Words fail to describe the virtues bad enough, the Skippers were ter lightkeeper a recent guest at the
Masons from Everett, Mass., who members. The meeting Friday will but Lion Drew vigorously protege#
at 7.30 at the K. P. hall.
of the scallop chowder served by rible. The Skipmen won the first Sterlings, has returned to Portland.
Mrs. William Boynton was hostess made a special trip here for the oc be at the home of Mrs. Barbara he didn’t know a thing about it and
mine host Scotty, but one thing string by 10 pins and then had an
(Pvt. Willard R. Hilt has returned
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
watched the T. T. slap another 10
to Contract Club Friday at her home casion. George O. Poor,' worship Wentworth.
attack of the shakes, and dropped to the UBA. and is home on fur
nobody
understands
how
Scotty
Correspondent
cents onto luckless Lion Adams with
on Knox street. There were two ful master of Palestine Lodge from
could partake of his spouse's cook to an all time low of 375 for a lough.
High School News
great relish. “Pieface” Drew was
tables in play, the highest score was Everett, Mass., made the presenta
The Atlantic Street Husbands ing all these years and still remain team total on a string losing by 50
Mrs. R. T. Sterling is confined to
held by Mrs Boynton and the sec tion to Dr. Moss as a gift from the (by Evelyn Annis. Mary Hawkins) the worst thing Adams could call and Wives Bridge Club was enter a bit undersized. Two days after pins. They came back mightily in her home with the prevalent
Basketball teams played Lincoln Lion Drew, as he paid the 10 cents.
ond by Mrs. Fred J. Overlock Mrs. members of the Palestine and Gali
tained Wednesday by Mr. and Mrs. the gathering this reporter called the third however, with Wym Guil
F. O. Hilt, his son Pvt. Willard R.
That “Pistol Packin’ Mama” blos
lean
Lodges
of
Everett,
Mass.
Academy Jan. 12 on this court. The
Boynton will entertain the club next
on Mrs. Littlefield to get her reac ford crashing about a sweet 1138. Hilt, Mrs. E. C.Stoddard, and Miss
Max
Conway.
Lunch
was
served.
Present with Worshipful Master girls’ game was preceded by a short somed forth in a new dress again ac
Friday.
Ladies prizes at cards were won by tion to the event, and found her too but their handicap was too much Marion Sterling of Torrington Point,
Miss Constance Knights enter Poor were these officers of the Gal film Ind the playing of the Na this meeting when, after exhausting Mrs. Ida Libby, first; Mrs. Flavilla busy to have any, for she was still and they were 10 pins shy on the Peaks Island, were recent guests of
tained a group of friends Saturday ilean Lodge of Everett: Milton Mc tional Anther with both teams on the 49 verses they already know, Andersen, second; men’s, Henry airing out, sweeping and dusting, grand total.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thomas of Lynn,
at her home to celebrate her 12th Kay, Richard Ahlin, Clarence Mc the floor ready for action. The the Lions heard Lion Adams recite Andersen.
Some of the highlights of the Mass.
hying
to
get
rid
of
the
smell
of
first;
Capt.
John
birthday. In the party were: Ger Carthy, Oscar Nelson. A banquet game was a fast, exciting game, but a few of his own composition. Wentworth. second.
game were "Uncle Harry” Young's
Captain Grimes' cigars.
R. T. Sterling was in Portland
trude Hanley. Hope Paulsen, Grace was served the visiting delegation Lincoln came through with a vic After running through repertoire of
three (3) boxes in a row. The Post Tuesdaj- on business.
With
Officer
Christy
in
charge
the
The
Nitaneat
Club
met
Thurs

Paulsen, Roberta Mayo, Vivian of Masons from Everett, Mass., at tory of 24 to 18. The boys' game was the Club's songs during which Lion day night with Mrs. Dorothy Ben party quietly broke up, the boys for masters’ 68 string, the Goose’s total
The Hilts called Monday on Mrs.
the home of Dr. and Mrs. E. R. exciting to the end with everyone Peterson paid 50 cents to hear a
of 248 and the uncanny ability of W. C. Dow, Portland.
giving
the
Goose
for
not
leading
in
nett.
Lunch
was
served
and
the
Moss on Knox street. Dr. Lewis waiting to the last minute for the special version of his "Perfect Day,”
Arthur T. Harlow of South Port
the singing of “Sweet Adeline,” for Captain Grimes to nick his compe
evening passed with-'knitting,
Benson of Cushing presided as outcome. Rockport boys won 28 Lion Drew as song leader set the
titors for a nickel, a dime, or a land visited the crowd at the Sta
they
all
knew
how
he
felt.
And
be

Mrs.
Carrie
Fifield
was
hostess
members to work on a new song
toastmaster. Dr. and Mrs. Charles to 27. Charles Wotton refereed.
quarter, on all kinds of bets, whether tion Sunday.
dedicated
to the noble purpose of Thursday to the “Bridge 8” Sup sides the Goose that evening had
Di Perri of Wiscasset were also
The basketball teams went to
his
team wins, loses, or doesn’t
Miss Nannie H. Kinney and Mrs.
per was served. Honors at cards other things on his mirld than lis
present for the dinner.
Camden for the second' and the getting King Lion Ed Carver back were won by Mrs. Sada bobbins, tening to the raucus discrods of even bowl. The score:
Lillian
Brown of Portland were
into the fold. Old timers can sing
fastest league game cf the season.
GANDERS
—
GANBORN
279
AD

guests Sunday of the Hilts.
first, Mrs. Mertie Stinson, second, five Skippers who did not know a
R-HJS. girls were again defeated by the following to the tune of "Bill Mrs. Dora Boman, third.
AMS 227, GRIMES 254, BICKFORD
Mrs. S. G. Robinson, who is with
TENANT’S HARBOR
note
from
a
knot.
The
Gocse
W
’
as
Bailey Won't Ycu Please Come
Capt. Forsaith Daniels, U s. 6 points with the score of 17 to 11.
224.
THE
GOOSE
248
TOTAL
1232.
the Hilts for the Winter is enjoying
Herbert Cassie who has been figuring out a plan, whereby if he
Home":
Army Signal Corps, was recent The Rockport guards held Cam
Skippers—Peterson 250, Young. very good health, but would like to
benched
Scotty
and
made
him
keep
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Creed,
you come home Ed Carver,
guest of Mr and Mrs. Charles E. den forwards to only 2 points in the "Won'tWon't
you come home?
score, drafted young Adams for the 220, Drew 222, Anderson 244, Guil see more sunshine. These’ cloudy
returned Friday to Boston.
Wheeler. Prior to his enlistment, last half while the forward sec We know you've done no wrong.
days are not classed as cheerful.
Corp. Wendell Mitchell has re Ganders, this making the Skippers ford 280, total 1222.
We'll be good Lions Eddie, We'll trade
Aug. 1942, Capt. Daniels was con tion did their part towards the
with. you.
turned to Camp Adair, Ore., after put “P. M.” Drew in their lineup,
even sing your song
nected with the New England Tel. scoring. The Rcckport boys held We'll
Won't you come home dear Eddie, passing a short furlough with his he would achieve three things for
A: Tel. Co., with headquarters at Camden to a close lead until the
Won't you come home?
those cranberry bogs you parents. Rev. and Mrs. C. S. his benefit, get the right man at
Augusta. He has been in service in last quarter when Camden gained Through
shouldnt roam.
Mitchell.
pushing the pencil so that if there
HASKELL & CORTHELL
England. North Africa, Sicily, and a heavy lead until the end of the We'll shine our buttons _brlght, hold
were any slips the/ would be on the
Complimenting
Herbert
Cassie
a meeting every night.
Italy and' has been transferred re game. The score was 28 to 13 in King Lion, wont " you please come
of Boston, who was their guest, right side, get the benefit of Adams’
—for—
home?"
cently to a location in one of the Camden’s favor. Due to illness and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred1 Creed enter superior bowling, and make the
We don't know just what tune
Southern States.
other things & Rockport boys who
King
Lion Ed will sing it to, and it tained at supper Wednesday “The
had never played before as a team
Buddies." Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Peter Hennigar were given a surprise
played the whole game with no may well be that the Lions will son. Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Boman and party at their home Saturday eve
WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cushman, substitutes.
'"Rusty’' Woodward change their tune when he does Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Webster.
NO COUPONS NECESSARY
ning by a large group of frienos
who have been with Mrs. Cush guard for our team tripped, receiv get back, full of wim and wigor.
News has recently been received and neighbors. Mrs. Hazel Dyer
0. P. A. New Release On These Rationed Shoes
man's mother, Mrs. Nellie Parker, ing a slight brain concussion which Lion Joe Headley told of the plans by friends here of the death in East who was unable to be present, sent
set
in
motion
fcr
assistance
to
the
for a few weeks, now have an apart will prevent his playing in a few
NO STAMPS REQUIRED
UJS.O. drive and several routine Boston, Mass. Jan. 7 of Mrs. Ber a beautiful corsage to Mrs. Henni
ment
in Camden. Mr. Cushman is games.
VAUMttf COUPON ON CACN CAN
matters attended to. Then with a tha Brown. Mrs. Broun was the gar The evening was passed with
employed at the Camden shipyard.
The teams jourpeyed recently to flourish of oratory that would have daughter cf the late Mr. and Mrs. beano and various other games. Re
Limited Quantity For a Limited Time Only!
Lincoln Academy. The trip was done justice to the introduction of William Roberts and was a resident freshments were served and1 Mr.
FEBRUARY 5TH IS THE LAST DAY
made in private cars driven by a Congressman, Lion O. V. Drew' of this community for many years. and Mrs. Hennigar were the re
Nancy Ingraham, Ralph Staples, introduced as speaker his fellow
Women’s nationally known makes—Queen Quality,
Charles Boman entertained at cipients of several fine gifts.
Mr, Moulton. Herbert Mayer, and club member Lion Franklin Adams supper and cards Friday M. E.
Lavon Ames U.S.N. is spending
Enna Jettick, Walkrite and Mayfair. Large rack
Maynard Graffam. Rockport girls who promptly started on a very in Smith, Everett Billings and H. E a short leave at his home here.
lost 37 to 9. The boys’ game was
Wilson, honoring Mr. Wilson’s
filled for your selection of these
Mrs. Madeline Smith was hostess
exciting until it ended. Neither and How It Functions” was shown birthday.
Friday to the Atlantic Street Bridge
team held a lead of more than four to the biclogy class At a recent
HIGH GRADE SHOES
Mr. and Mrs. Jack OHara of Club. Lunch was served. Honors
points at any time in the game. assembly a comedy "Turnabout" Portland* have been guests cf Mrs. at cards w: re "won by Mrs. Marion
YOUR CHOICE
With one minute to play Lincoln was shown; 48 pupils attended.
O Hara's parents, Mr. and' Mrs. Littlefield, .rst, and Mrs. Katie
PAIR
*
'"cfs, made a heroic struggle but
Rev. C. V. Overman substituted Jchn Wahlmann.
Greenleaf, s.cond.
Rockport boys wen with the score Jan. 17 for Mr. Moulton.*
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Webster
Miss Marguerite MacDonald has
Pumps, Ties and Oxfords in Black, Brown, Tan,
24 to 22.
The Seniors were measured for returned Thursday from a short been guest the past week of Mrs.
Navy Blue and AU White
Mid-year examinations were giv caps and gowns last week. Tempus trip to Manchester N. H.
Wyvem Winslow in Rockland.
en Jan. 19 and 20; report cards were fvgit.
Miss Helene Bellatty enterta:ned
•Raj- Risser of Rockland was a
NO STAMPS REQUIRED AND THE PRICE
given out Friday.
The boys’ and girls' basketball at contract Saturday at the heme visitor Friday at the home of
Books added to the school library teams had their pictures taken for of Mrs. Helen Haskell. Mrs. Mar Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Miller.
ONLY $3.00
.re ’"Persons and Places” by George the “Tatler."’
garet Adams, Miss Phyllis Black
Alamander Alle^ of Saddleback
-intayana. and “The Signpost,” E.
Gerald Richards.. Ralph Staples, and Mrs Betty Bragdon. Refresh Light Station left Saturday for a
HASKELL & CORTHELL
Arnot Robertson.
These books Kenneth Marston and Donald ments were served.
visit of several days at his home at
•.ere purchased by the Library Noyes, collected four tops of scrap.
Mrs. O. V. Drew and Mrs. Rus Lubec
The Home of Good Footwear
Hub.
A class in solid geometry has been sell Whitmore are patients at
G A. Newbert. Mrs. I. W. Fifield,
*s
CAMDEN, MAINE,
A movie on Charles Dirkeno was started. This is being taught by Knox Hospital
Mrs. George Geary and Mrs Ira
liown recently to the English Mr. Moulton, and takes the place
To celebrate their 48th wedding MacDohald were among the visit
classes. A movie on "The Ear of Trigonometry.
anniversary Mr. and Mrs. Angus ors Friday In Rockland.

Robinson, Margaret Mayo. Sally
GiIchrest, Irene Johnson. Charlene
Spaulding; Helen Adams, Joan
Young. Games were played and
prizes were won by Helen Adams
Hope Paulsen, Vivian Robinson. The
table was decorated with a color
scheme of red, white and blue. Re
freshments were served and the
hostess received two birthday cakes
Following the regular meeting of
Mayflower Temple, PS.. Friday
there will be a private installation.
The installing officer will be Mrs
Edith Wyllie. of Warren, assisted by
Mrs. Dera Maxey as grand senior
and Mrs. Ora Woodcock as grand
manager,
Refreshments will be
served.

Strand, Wednesday, Matinee, Thurs, Fri., Sat.
Matinees and Evenings

The Ganders Win

WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ SHOES

Back the Attack

Buy War Bonds

K

SALADA'

Ttiesday-Friday

$3.00

Because of the g#
gracious thought of M :
Fuller, now at her \j
Coral Gables, Fla , th
Aged Women is enjoyn
fu'l basket of oranges
fr.ult. How fine it i
mind this home of
ladies even if one is a
Florida.

t * The Maine Women's
York will hold its nex
Saturday afternoon. F
2 o’clock, at the W
Rooms in the John
Store, Broadway ant
New York City, with V
Irish president, presici.
short business meetir:
other games will be pi j
by tea.

Miss Dorothy GoodnJ
student at the Universl
visited her parents. V
Fred L. Goodnow this
Miss May Jones is on
visiting relatives
Conn., and New York

Fred C. Black left yd
business trip to NeJ
Philadelphia.
Elmer B Crockett It
end on a business tria
and New York.
The executive board
land Servicemen's Cltl
tomorrow at 2 o’clock
room.

A housewarming sho
for Mrs. Ralph Pink
newly acquired home o
recently by the Y. and d
attending were: Miss 1
Mrs. Gertrude Sylvestei
arine Elwell, Mrs. Ele.l
Mrs. Winifred Sylveste:
nis Harrington, Mrs. I
drews, Mrs. Marie tFrances Haskell. Mrs il
Freddie Beal, Barba:
Beatrice Mears. Mrs. R j
ren of Vinalhaven,
Shute, Mrs. Elmer P
Mrs. Jessie Snowma
ments were served. M
received many nice gi!

SEN!

Beaut

r

STYLE GOES
TO
You don't have
lo bother with youl
style It in a flatta
for an all-occasio'^
appearance.

PERMANl

$5, $6, ?
Three Expert

GILBE

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday'
id; from the office of Suof Shipbuilding. Bath, Lt.
tfeffer. Lt. J J. Barry, Com.
Whitehurst of the U. S. Nai^
nsign Martha Dinsmore of
YVES.
Virginia R Kopp of ColConn., fiancee of Peter Mewas week-end guest at the
Mr. and Mrs. Christian J.
ind.

I

members of the Camden
s Men’s Association and:
‘walked the water" with the
fid sidewheel steamboats of
ston-Bangor Line last night
hn M. Richardson, author of.
boat Lore of the Penobscot
speaker.
Did paddlers and their rostories were sketched from
the present day and a lively
rum testified to the fact that
iplenty salt in the blood of
. men.
lighly informal and1 inforepen forum carried through
r yarning until 9 15 and the
avowed he had secured new
tion enough to fill another

Florida.

The Maine Women’s Club of New
•York will hold its next meeting on
Saturday afternoon, February 5, at
2 o’clock, ax the Women’s Club
Rooms in the John Wanamaker
Store, Broadway and 9th Street,
New York City, with Miss Emma E.
Irish president, presiding. After a
short business meeting, bridge and
other games will be played, followed
by tea.
Muss Dorothy Goodnow, first ffcir

student at the University of Maine,
■visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred L. Goodnow this week-end.

vas the first session with the
leers in charge. Fessenden
er wielding the gavel, supay vice presidents Frank
'
and John P Leach. John
isbury is secretary-collector,
Zictor Elmore treasurer.

Miss May Jones is on vacation and
visiting relatives in Hartford,
Conn , and New York.
.
Fred C. Black left yesterday on a
business trip to New York and
Philadelphia.

fEST ROCKPORT

Mrs. Alfred E. Johnson is a patient
at Knox Hospital.
EFA meets Wednesday afternoon
aith Mrs. Retta Cole.

Mrs. Sumner Sewall will be
rpeaker at Methebesec Club meeting
in the Universalist vestry Friday af, ernoon at 2.30. Miss Dorothy Law
ry and Mrs. Litsa Vardavoulis will
play a piano duet, “Alceste,” by
Gluck and Mrs. Clemice Preston will
play a piano solo. Hostesses will
be Mrs. Josephine Rice. Mrs Reita
Holden. Miss Edith Bicknell, Mrs.
Etta Stoddard, Mrs. Katharyn St.
Clair, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood and
Mrs. Eva Hellier. Each member may
invite guests.
>

Donna Rogers daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Rogers, celebrated
her sixth birthday by entertaining
friends at her home on Pacific
street. Games were played and re
freshments served. Those present
were: Sandra Rogers, Marion Rog
ers, Maxine Rogers, Louise Allen,
Doris and Priscilla Benner, Mary
and Donna Boyd, Joan Stanley,
Patsy Smith, Bill Guptill and the
hostess. Judy Smith and Geraldine
Tolman were unable to attend.
Mrs. Kathleen C. Way left Rock

lazel Nutt, who was called
oin the U. of M. by the
if her grandmother, Mrs.
Davis of Rockport, spent
c-end with her sister, Mrs.
irockett.
lesday Club met this week
is. Henry Keller. Next wee.c
rvey Lunden will be hostess,
i Oxton is able to be out and
again, following a siege writlj^

Elmer B. Crockett left this week land Saturday to accompany her

end on a business trip to Chicago . husband on his change of duty staand New York.
Jtion at a Naval Training School,
i Upon exploration cf his leave, Mrs.
The executive board of the Rock
I Way will spend the Winter with her
land Servicemen’s Club will meet
brother, Dr. Howard M. Chase in
tomorrow at 2 o’clock at the club Maryville, Mo.
room
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Oliver of
A housewarming shower was held
Rockland announce the engagement
for Mrs. Ralph Pinkham at her of their daughter. Maxine Ruth to
newly acquired home on Hill street, William Carroll, S. M. 3c, U.S.C.G.,
recently by the Y. and O. Club. Thse son cf Mrs. Helen Carroll of Dover,
attending were: Miss Dorthy Shute, N. H. Miss Oliver is a graduate of
Mrs Gertrude Sylvester. Mrs. Cath Rockland High School and attended
arine Elwell, Mrs. Eleanor Achorn, the Maine^School of Commerce. She
Mrs. Winifred Sylvester, Miss Glen- is now employed at John Bird Com
nis Harrington. Mrs. Dorothy An pany. Mr. Carroll is a graduate of
drews, Mrs. Marie Ripley, Mrs. Dover High School and attended the
Frances Haskell, Mrs. Beatrice Beal, University of New Hampshire. At
Freddie Beal, Barbara Beal, Mrs. the present time he is stationed in
Beatrice Mears, Mrs. Ralph E. War Rockland. No date has been set
ren of Vinalhaven, Mrs. George for the wedding.
Shute, Mrs. Elmer Pinkham and
Mrs Jessie Snowman. Refresh
Mrs. Ida A. Whitcomb visited Sun
ments were served. Mrs. Pinkham day at home of friends in Waldoreceived many nice gifts.
bnro.
«

icttage prayer meeting was
'ednesday at the home of
ith Crockett.
’erley Merrifield spent a few
,h her daughter-in-law. Mrs.
Merrifield in Union this

Heald was confined to the
sveral days last week by an
io his leg.
unateur Farmers' 4-H Boys’
t Monday night at the home
leader, Mrs. Margaret AnRalph Wentworth, county
vas the speaker. Re freshvere served.

PORTLAND HEAD
John Cameron, retired
per a recent guest at the
has returned to Portland.
Zillard R. Hilt has returned
IS.A and is home on fur-

SENTER ^CRANE'S

Wool

T. Sterling is confined to
ie with the prevalent cold.
Silt. hls son Pvt. Willard R.
•s. E. C.Stoddard. and Miss
sterling of Torrington Point,
fiand, were recent guests of
Mrs. J. A. Thomas of Lynn,

Sterling was in Portland
on business.
lilts called Monday on Mrs.
>w, Portland.
r T. Harlow of South Portuted the crowd at the Staiday.
iannie H Kinney and Mrs.
Brown of Portland were
Sunday of the Hilts.
5. G Robinson, who is with
s for the Winter, is enjoying
id health, but would like to
e sunshine. These’ cloudy
not classed as cheerful.

Social Matters

Because of the generous and
gracious thought ot Mrs. Donald H.
Fuller, now at her Winter home
Coral Gables, Fla., the Home For
Aged Women is enjoying a delight
ful basket of oranges and grape
fruit. How fine it is to k^ep in
mind this home of dear elderly
ladies even if one is as far aawy as

icy “Walked the Water”

Blankets
*

$11.

THELL

,S’ SHOES

Beautiful 80 '■< Wool—Large Size
Wide Satin Bidding

Rationed Shoes

Blue, Green, Rose, Cedar

IRED

:ed Time Only!
LAST DAY

s—-Queen Quality,

zfair.

Large rack

IES
PAIR

ick, Brown, Tan,

rhite

D THE PRICE

tr

STYLE GOES
TO YOUR
HEAD
You don’t have a lot of time
to bother with your hair. Let us
style it In a flattering way . . .
for an all-occasion well-groomed
appearance.

PERMANENTS
$5, $6, $7, $8

THELL
otwear

Three

Expert Beauticians

GILBERTS

BEAUTY

Miss Mary F. Cross, whose en
gagement has been announced, was
honor guest at a surprise shower
given recently by the Mif'ses Char
lotte and Priscilla Staples. Miss
Cress was showered with many gifts.
Those present were Mrs. Marion
Lake, Mrs. Ruth Barrows, Mrs.
4>orothy Noyes, Mrs. Barbara Post,
Mrs. Patricia Huntley, Mrs Eleanor
Ames Mrs. Herbert Kirk Mrs. Laura
Cummings, Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross,
Mrs. Clifton Cross, Mrs. Raymond
Cress, Mrs. Walter J Fernald, Miss
Marion Ludwick. Miss Alice Cross.
Miss Fern Britto, Miss Charlotte
Murphy. Miss Veronia Murphy, Miss
Mary Egan and Miss Evelyn Bart
lett.

.TO FORM DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP

SALON

375 MAIN STm ROCKLAND
PHONE 142
WTtf

An Enjoyable Event

Officers Installed

This And That

Keith Goldsmith left Sunday for
Bangor to join his brother on a
Ruth I. Hammnd, Seaman 2c
Ernest E. Harrington, R. M. 3c
business trip to New York. The
Goldsmith’s made the trip from
Ruth I. Hammond Seaman 2c, cf Rockland. Both graduated from
Bangor to New York by airplane. WAVES and Ernest E. Harrington. Rockland High School in 1941. Miss
R. M. 3c, whose engagement was Hammond was formerly cashier at
Lady Knox Chapter will meet at- announced last week by Miss Ham- the Newberry store.
She is sta
Masonic Temple February 7, in mend’s mother, Mrs. Walter I. Grif tioned at the Navy Section Base in
stead cf with Mrs. Charles Merritt, fin cf Hall avenue. Mr. Harring Portland. Mr. Harrington was for
as stated in the year book. The ton is the son of Mrs Ethel Young merly employed by H. W. Look.
guest speaker is Mrs. Charles A.
Emery who will speak of some of
Lieut, and Mrs. J. G. Donnell have
Volunteers Needed
Our Rockland Boys in the service, rooms at The Copper Kettle while
and about the Service Room in Mrs. Donnell is here on a visit from
Community Building. Mrs. Ann Salem, Mass. They are anxious to Twenty-Six Ways They Can
Snow will read a paper on “Thom- find an apartment here for the
Be Of Assistance At
aston’s Best Known Home.” There Winter.
Knox Hospital
will be election of delegates to the
State Conference, to be held in
The Methodist Circle supper will We wish to extend our apprecia
Waterville, March 22nd, and to the be served Wednesday in charge of
tion to Mrs. Lincoln E McRae ar.d
Continental Congress to be held in Mrs. Feme Horeyseck Her assist
New' York City in April. Members ants will be: Mrs. Grace YLurvey, Mrs. W. Ralpji Kalloch for the
are asked to bring gifts for Ellis Mrs. Inez Ames, Mrs. Winnie Stan splendid work they have been do
Island. The March meeting is to be ley, Mrs. Stella Ellingwood, Mrs. ing in organizing our volunteer
held in the evening in order that Loretta Bicknell, Mrs. Ella Brown service in the Hospital; also to each
some of the members who are teach and Mrs. Kate Gould. The Woman’s individual who is giving her tune.
ers may attend. At that time Dr. Society cf Christian Service will Our Hospital needs daytime and
evening volunteers. All of these
Lowe will review a book. That is meet following the supper.
volunteer jobs with different names
the annual guest day meeting.
mean just one thing and that is,
Opportunity Class of the Baptist
Mrs. Manuel Carrillo left Saturday Church will meet Thursday night ; volunteers are needed who will give
to resume her work in Wadleigh at the heme of Mrs. Urban Leach, practical service in everything from
arranging flowers to wielding a
High School, New York City. She 52 Masonic street.
dry mop. Just four hours, morning,
has been the guest of her mother,
The Congregational Woman’s As afternoon, or evening each week is
Mrs. Charles Coughlin, Rankin
street since Dec. 20, dying from her sociation meets Wednesday at 4 all we ask.
We think we hear you say “Sup
home in Bogota, Columbia, S. A., in o’clock in the parlors. Tea will be in
pose
I volunteer.’’ What must I
order to spend the Christmas vaca charge of Mrs. Elmo Crozier w’ho
really do?
The best answer we
tion in Rockland. Mrs. Carrillo has will be assisted in serving by Corinne
know is reading tfte listed activities,
been on sabattical leave since July Edwards and Betty Griffith of the
which will be assigned:
and while in Bogata, through her Sunday School class.
Attending to flowers.
husband’s relatives on the Board of
Delivering mail.
Birthday parties have been quite
Education, she was enabled to make
Running errands, such as bring
a complete acquaintance with the in order the last two days cf Janu:
ing
supplies.
schools in that city of 250,000. Mrs. ary for two ladies whose natal dates
Attending
to empty beds and beds
Carrillo spoke with admiration of mark the 30th and 31st as theirs. of ambulatory patients.
the many beautiful parks, colleges, Birthday cakes, orchids and fruit
Walking with patients fin halls
the friendly attitude of the Colum ana sweets in boxes playing heavy cr wheeling them in chairs.
bians toward the United States, and parts, not to speak of lobster-stews, Assisting the head nurse in makthe super-excellences of the Pan- and famous hot rolls and apple [ing inventory.
American Airways. Her daughter puffs.
Accompanying the patients to the
Mary Rose Carrillo is making her
Carol Ann Wolcott has gone to office cn being discharged.
home with her relatives on Rankin
Keeping the diet kitchen in or
street and has entered as freshman visit her mother. Mrs. Walter H. der.
Bird at Revere, Mass , for a few
in the Rockland Higl> School.
Keeping the refrigerator in or
days.
der.
Miss Laura Whitcomb, R. N., of
Preparing foed trays for the pa
Mrs. Percy V. Roberts of Jericho,
Brunswick has been making a few
Long Island, proprietor of the Maine tients.
days visit with her mother Mrs. Ida
Carrying fcod trays to the pa
Maid Tea Rcom, is spending the re
A. Whitcomb.
mainder cf the week with her niece, tients.
Feeding patients.
Mrs. John H McLoon.
Collecting food trays and scraping
Browne Club will meet Friday for maids.
BUY,
night with Mrs. Helen Perry, 16
Passing all water and drinks by
Summer street.
specific orders from, the nurse in
charge.
ON SALE AT THIS THEATRE
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll. Mr.
Keeping the utility room picked
DAY AND NIGHT
and Mrs. Harry Beane and sen Elden
A BOND FOR EVERY SEAT
of Warren were guests recently of up.
Assorting and passing linen to
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin French.
each
patient.
Tel.
Caring
for bedside tables.
892
Passing
wash water and tooth.
ROCKLAND
DON’T DELAY’ . . . BUY YOUR
brush
n^ugs
to patients.
WAR BONDS NOW!
WEDNESDAY MATINEE ONLY
Assisting patients to x-ray and
other departments.
THURS., FRI., SAT.
Cleaning and returning surgical
(Matinee and Evening)
supplies used.
TODAY, WED., THURS.
dorotmx
Fill ice pan in kitchen.
Comb patients’ hair.
THE STAR-BIGGEST . . .
-LABOUR
f?
Switchboard.
oicx
THRILL- MIGHTIEST...
Working in Laboratory, cleaning
-pOWElL
HOW YOU’VE EVER SEEN
glassware, running errands, helpVI6T0X
ty«oni
nig with preparation of solutions.
fAQQKE
POWER
Keeping plaster reem in order.
OEORCt
RSSV • BRENT
Making all types cf supplies used
throughout the nospital.
For further information please
call Mrs. McRae, 602, or Mrs. Kal
loch, 1C86W.
The following gpersons to whom
we feel indebted have served our
ltf Uc'
hospital since the New Year:
ON SAME PROGRAM
Mrs. Beulah Allen, Mrs. Ethel
Allen, Mrs. Mollie Bailey, Mrs.*
Gil Lamb
Marion Bean, Mrs. Dorothy Bird,
Cass Oaky
Mrs Freda Brackett, Mrs. Salome
Brooks, Miss Mary Brcwn. Mrs.
Milt Britton
*.'d Band
Evelyn Cameron, Mrs. Emma Car
ver, Mrs. Marion Cash, Miss Doris
'Coltart, Mrs. Mitzi Crane, Mrs. Doxothy Crie.
Mrs. Marjorie Cumming*, Mrs.
SHORTS
LATEST NEW’S
Nina Davis, Mrs. Leonise Delano,
Mrs. Grace Flanders. Mrs. Char
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 8 O’clock
lotte Flint, Mrs. Doris Fogg, Mrs.
WAR BOND PREMIERE
Edith Follansbee. Mrs. Hilda Guidray.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hallowell. Miss
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
Mary Harriman. Miss Lena Hawks“MADAME CURIE”
worth. Mrs. Elizabeth ^Hodgkins,
Mrs. Rita Holden, Miss Ida Hughes
Admission by Bond Purchases
Mrs Helen Jackson. Mrs. Lois
Only
Jackson, Mrs. Priscilla Jameson.
Mrs. Hazel Jchnston, Mrs. Doris
LAST TIMES TODAY
Jordan, Mr Certruae Jordan. Mrs.
Mae Kalloch M.s. Katherine Karl.
Mrs. Hilda .Ityes. Mrs Lucille Keywood. Mrs Louise Kinney. Mrs
HIM TAM110FF
Molly Ladd. Mrs. Esther LaForgia,
_
tYTLYN ANKERS ALAN MOWBRAY
*1 FRANK rCNXS WALTER CATEETT
Mrs. Corice Leach.
EEKAJANKKEM .,
Mrs. Helen Leach. Mrs. Stella
LATEST NEWS

ir Bonds

tt

’ CLUB PLAN SALE!

SARY
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Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe Pre
sented Past President’s
Badge By Relief Corps

Guest Night Of the Rubin
stein Club Provides Some
Fine Entertainment

A notable feature at the instal
lation of officers of, Edwin Libby
Relief Corps held Thursday night
in Grand Army Hall, was the pres
entation by Mrs. Millie F Thomas,
of the past president's badge pos
sessed by Sister Rebecca A. Ingra
ham the past 53 years, to Mrs.
Margaret A. Rackliff, who has
served the corps as president the
past three years.
Sister Ingraham, nearing her
96th year of age, was not present.
Mrs. Rackliff. thoroughly devoted
to her work, has only missed one
meeting during her term of office.
The officers, gracefully installed
by Mrs. Ida V. Huntley, a past
president cf the corps, who had the
assistance of: Winifred Butler as
vice president; Doris Ames as chap
lain; Gladys Murphy as secretary;
Millie Thomas, state treasurer, as
treasurer; Lena Rollins as conduc
tor; Inez Packard as guard and
Alta Dimcik, pianist.
A program v.as presented by Mrs.
Lizzzie French, patriotic instruc
tor, consisting of readings by Mrs.
Mae Cross and Mrs. Doris Ames.
All officers, incoming and outgoing,
were presented' by Mrs. Ada Payson, ^resident, with carnations;
Mrs. Payson was presented with a
corsage by her daughter, Miss Eve
lyn Payson and' Mrs. Margaret
Rackliff was presented with a gift
from the corps by Mrs Mae Cross
Mrs. Huntley, the installing offi
cer, was presented with a gift by
Mrs. Ada Payson. Refreshments
were served following the cere
monies.
Officers installed were: Mrs
Ada Payson, president; Mrs. Inez
M. Rackliff, vice president; Mrs
Mae Cross, treasurer; Mrs. Velina
Marsh, secretary; Mrs. Ada Brews
ter, chaplain; Mrs. Mildred Con
don, conductor; Mrs. Beulah Lar
rabee, guard-; Mrs. Margaret A
Rackliff, past president; Mrs.
Bessie Clftirch, Mrs. Riah Knight,
^rs. Gladys Murphy and Mrs. Lil
lias A. Elwell, flag bearers, and
Mrs. Mabel Richardson. Mrs. Cath
erine Libby and Mrs. Rosalind
Sawyer, in charge cf the banners.

A delightful program was presented in connection with the
Rubinstein Club guest night at the
Universalist vestry Friday night.
Miss Dorothy G. Lawry, president
of the club, presided, and w'as ac
companist for Raychel Emerson
(Mrs. Harold ^Durant) of New York
and Warren, who sang several
numbers w’hich exhibited her musi
cianship and ability -to present with
excellent effect, difficult and ap
pealing selections.
Her program included: “Lover in
Damascus,” by Amy Woodforde
Finden; “Far Across the Desert
Sands." “Where the Abana Flows,”
“How Many a Lonely Caravan,”
“Allah Be With Us," and as a final
number, “The Musette Waltz,” from
the opera. “La Boheine” by Puccini.
Harold B Durant interspersed
Mrs. Durant's program with an in
teresting talk on “Music, Musicians,
and the Art of Singing.” Especially
informative was the “open forum’
held at the close of his lecture, in
which he answered many questions
propounded by members of the ai>
dience.
The evening opened with the play
ing of two numbers by Mrs. Clemice
Blackington Preston, pianist; “Bar
carolle” by Isadore Phillipp and
“Les Deux Alouette” by Leschetzky.
Mrs. Preston delighted the audience
with her rendition of these selec
tions.
No business was transacted at tiie
meeting, but Miss Lawry announced
that a business meeting of the club
would be held within two weeks.

By K. S.

A race horse has all four feet
off the ground one-fourth of the
time during a race. You watch
next time you go to cne.
«

• • • •

The world is finding out plenty
from actual need. Take the seed
of cotton. When it was produced
more abundantly, it was not even
saved.
Now it’s vital material
in many products and most val
uable.
• • • •
There is still work to be dene
with the venoms from many kinds
of snakes.
They have not been
analyzed chemically yet and why
not? Who wants this job of
world travel to find the rare ones?
• • • •
This is the time of year to eat
raisins. They supply iron needed
in ycur blood Put them in your
morning cereal, the luncheon pud
ding and the dinner rolls or the
supper muffins.
• • • •
Limestone finds many places
for its use and value. It is used
in steel blast furnaces to remove
silica and alumina.
• • • •
It was 1768 when anthracite coal
was first put to practical use and
it was the blacksmiths who found
it would burn and also heat.
• • • •
’’No man ever got lost on a
PHILBROOK-RAYNES
straight road.—Some people stand
Lyford
B. Philbrook of Vinalhaven
for nothing because they fall for
everything. It is better to say a and Elizabeth B. Raynes of Kittery
good thing about a bad man than Point were married Friday night at
to say a bad thing ab6ut a good the First Baptist parsonage. Rev.
man.” This is worth any number J. Charles MacDonald reading tho
of thoughts and reflections in one's single ring service.
They were attended by Mr. and
daily rounds.
• • • •
Mrs. William Kossuth of Rockland.
A great Divine has saidi of Mrs. Philbrcok is the daughter of
prayer, “Think positive when you Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Raynes oi
pray, and not negative thoughts ” Kittery and Mr. Philbrook is the
• • • •
son of Ansel A. Philbrook of Vinal
Wendell Willkie is concerned haven and the late Nellie Raymond
with the great world' issues and Philbrook. He is a coxswain in the
not alone tied up with petty stuff U. S. Navy and is stationed at
ANNIE M. MULLEN
that is close at hand. He has Porstmouth, N. H. Mr. Philbrook is
Miss Annie. M. Mullen, after
broad ideas to insure a lasting a brother of Capt. Charles Phil
brief illness, passed quietly away at worthwhile world of tomorrow.
brook. master of the Vinalhaven II• • • •
her home, 48 Pacific street Jan. 27.
For many years, Miss Mullen
SHIRLEY ELAINE HOWES
Hoi Chinese Pudding
worked at her trade as a compositor. About % cup melted butter
Shirley Elaine Howes died in Bel
She was employed 18 years at The 4 slices bread, cut in cubes
fast Jan. 26 following a long sick
Courier-Gazette office and for some 1 cup American cheese, cut in cubes ness. She w’as born June 26, 1937,
time was with the Caslon Press 114 cups milk
in Montville, daughter of Earl G.
She was also employed with pub 3 eggs, beaten
and Mabel Malcney Howes. She is
lishing houses in Boston. Since she V2 teaspoon salt
survived by her mother, Mrs. Earl
G. Howes; and the following
gave up active work at her trade Dash of pepper
brothers and sisters: Mrs. Geneva
because of ill health, she retired to 1 teaspoon prepared mustard
her home where she enjoyed a
Toss bread cubes into melted Leighton cf Portland, Mrs. Marion
devoted companionship with her butter. Alternate the bread cubes Nelsen of New Haven. Ccnn., Clay
brothers and family. She broke her and cheese cubes in layers in a ton E. Howes of Montville, Mrs.
hip some nine years ago. This greased baking dish.
Combine Eleanor Miller of Montville, Carbrought her the misfortune of
milk, eggs, seasonings, and mus roll R. Howes, U. S. Navy. Euna
crippled condition which prevented tard and pour ever bread and Howes of Portland and Keith S.
her from going about, except in a cheese. Bake in a moderate oven Howes of Belfast and grandfather
limited way. This painful handicap (325 F.) about 50 minutes. Serves R. E. Howes cf North Searsmont,
at whose home the funeral was held
only revealed the cheerful fortitude 6 to 8.
• • • •
Sunday afternoon at 2 p. nt, Rev.
of her nature. “Annie,” as she was
Here
is
a
funny
thing
and
quite
a
F.
D. Hayes of Belfast officiating.
known to all. brought the intelll
crash
joke
cn
Alice
Dixon
Bond
gence of a keen observer to her wide
MRS. EMMA B. HART
life experience of a newspaper work who heads the Book Review page
in
the
Boston
Herald.
For
almost
Emma
B., widow of Fred Hart,
er. She exerted a constant charm
one
year
this
newspaper
has
printed
died in Norwood, Mass. She wras
over all who knew her by her gen
ial? dry sense of humor. She never in its list of “What Boston is Read born andi made her heme in Ten
missed tiie human and comical ing” “The Rose” instead of “The ant’s Harbor fcr many years. For
aspect of anything and her slow- Robe” by Lloyd C. Douglas. All too the past 15 years she had lived in
Norwood with her daughter, Mrs.
spoken manner of jovial repartee long with badi proof reading
Maine
club
women,
honor
and
are
Cynthia MacKenzie. Mrs Hart
always brought a happy laugh. In
proud
of
Representative
Margaret
died Jan. 22, aged 86 years. She
her home and neighborhood life, she
Chase
Smith
who
upholds
this
leaves
a daughter Mrs. Mackenzie;
had a motherly care over all about
State
with
dignity,
and
keen
insight.
a
son,
Maurice Hart; two grand
her.
She
was
made
temporary
chairman
children and five great grandchil
Miss Mullen was a daughter of
of
the
1944
Republican
State
Con

dren.
Entombment in Thomastcn.
Capt. James H Mullen and Nancy
vention
to
be
held
in
Bangor
and,
Mullen. She leaves two brothers,
GEORGE H. ULMER
Edwin S. Mullen and Herbert R note please, this is the first time
a
woman
has
ever
been
named
for
George
H. Ulmer, who died last
Mullen; also three nieces, Mrs
this
position.
Thursday
from a heart attack, was
Donald Goss of Rockland, Mrs
• • • •
a
son
of
Ephraim
and Scphia (Rob
Joseph Vinal of Louisville, Ky. and
Every piece of w’aste paper ntust ertson) Ulmer. He was born in this
Mrs. Arthur Andrews of Glen Cove
be salvaged to help win the war.
Funeral services took place at the Old newspapers, magazines, letters, city and was in his 85th year. He
was a quarryman by occupation. He
Russell Funeral Home with the
corrugated paper.store bags, wrap was very well liked and a familiar
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald offici
ping paper and all other kinds of figure on the streets, and will be
ating.
The bearers were Capt waste paper are urgently needed.
missed.
Stillman Eaton j/mes Baum. Will
Start saving paper today and
He Is survived by his sister, Mrs.
iam Hooper and Theodore Sylvester
every day. Bundle newspapers and Anna Seavey; two nieces. Mrs.
There were beautiful floral tributes magazines in the form they come
James Cates, with whom he made
from her many friends.
from dealers. Pack waste paper into his home; and Mrs. William Bur
cardboard containers or large bags. kett, 2 nephews. Leroy and Harold
Mrs. Frances McLoon. Mrs. Shirle Persons without storage space can
Ulmer; and three cousins, Miss
Moore. Mrs. Margaret Nicholas, Mrs deliver waste paper to apartment
Nellie Burkett and Herbert L. Ulmer
Phyllis Norton, Mrs. Edith O'Brien building superintendents.
Don't of this city, and Fred J. Sacker of
Mrs. Jane O'Neil. Mrs. Marguerite
mix waste paper with garbage or New York.
Perry, Mrs. Josephine Rice, Mrs
rubbish.
The funeral was Saturday after
Mildred Richardson, Mrs. Sara
* * * *
noon at the Russell funeral home,
Roberts, Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs
Question. “Do people of this part conducted by Rev. A. G. Hempstead.
Barbara Russell,
of the country eat oysters as they The interment will be in Achorn
Mrs. Pauline Saunders, Mrs did at one time?” In my youthful cemetery- in the Spring.
Pauline Schofield, Mrs. Alice days in Kansas, we almost never
Shankland, Mrs. Allston Smith had oj'sters except the little ones
JOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROMX
Mrs. Mary Southard. Mrs Alma called “cove oysters” which came
Stinson, Mrs. Willena Trim, Miss in small, one-half pint cans, at 25
Katherine Veazie.. Mrs. Edith Vin cents a can. It took two cans to
ing. Mrs. Irene Welker. Mrs Mary make a stew with real flavor. Once
If you suffer from hot Bashes,
weak, nervous Irritable feelings. are
Weisman, Mrs. Leola Wiggin.
in a “coon’s age” we got the bounc
a bit blue at tlmea—due to the func
tional “middle-age” period peculiar
ing big ones from the Kansas City
to women—try/Lydla E. Plnkham’a
Visit Lucien k‘ Green <fc Son’S
Vegetable
Compound to relieve such
market, that were so expensive we
symptoms. It helps nature! Follow
ieoond floor, 16 School street, Odd
almost feared to eat them. They
label directions.
Fellow* Block, City, lor Fun, Fur
LYDMLPfflKRAM'SnSiraSa
were called fresh oysters but were
3oats and Cloth Coats at moderate
price*.
ltf in quart cam kept on loe.

HOT HASHES

1

The Memory Man

Tuesday-Friday1
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Stars Are Installed

North Haven’s Past

Meets Old Friends, Including And Golden Rod Chapter Wollaston, Mass., Reader
Hopes To L earn More About
Hies Away For Another
“His Honor,” and Makes
It From Contributors
Successful Year
Some New Ones

visited the Rockport school recently he will be stationed at Hammer Mr. and Mrs. Bert McKenney Rogers of South Portland.
Field, Fresno.
after three months illness.
,
went to Harrington for the week
Miss Irene Frye of Rockville,

GLEN COVE

George Woodward returned Mon- end to celebrate their 15th wed
Pvt. David Eaton. Denver, Col. is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. day to Rockland Breakwater Lightding anniversary.
Frye, was week-end guest of Miss Roscoe Eaton while on seven-days' house after a 10-day leave passed
Richard Woodward visited c/x

Barbara

Woodward.

The

latter turlough.

On return to California j with his family.

BISY ULS. WAR BONDS

the week-end with Miss Beverly

Wollaston, Mass.. Jan. 26.
Mrs. Golden H. Munro, member
(By Itee Member)
I stopped In a few days ago to for many years of Golden Rod Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

Nearly 200 years ago a company
pay the excise tax on the old four- Chapter, OES was installed Fri
wheeled buggy I jounce around in day nigiht as worthy matron of the of men, about 30 in number, set
(I dont think I should misuse the chapter,* the ceremony being con sail from Marshfield Mass., and
word “ride” when speaking of the ducted by Miss Katherine A. anchored in Fox Island Thorough
Jouncing we experience when mov Veazie, retiring worthy matron. fare They staked out their claims
on the North Fox Island, now known
ing about in the old Tudor!) and Miss Veazie was assisted by Robert
as the town of North Haven, set
had quite a chat with Carl Nelson, E. Pendleton, retiring worthy pa 'apart from the town of Vinalhaven
tron; Mrs. Marjorie Cummings as
our genial tax collecton.
in 1840
He located in Stockland while Iree marshal and Mrs. Doris Jordan as
It was a boldl and venturesome
was wearing out shoe leather in chaplain. Preceding the ceremo undertaking, and in many ways
other parts of these United States nies. Stafford M. Congdon, organ comparable to the landing of their
ist, played selections £\nd he also
but we soon got acquainted and I
forebears at Plymouth Mass, some
learned that he married a charming played during the installation .
The large lodge room was filled 120 years previously. Why these
Rocxland girl—Myrtle Clark, sister
men should set sail for North Pox
to Don Clark, the irresponsible to capacity and there were visi Island probably will never be known
tors from several surrounding
Melophone player ln the Boys-band
towns. The entrance of the incom except, no doubt, Massachusetts
now only a pleasant memory to
ing officers, dressed in white, with was offering grants of land in the
most of us.
corsages of red roses, made an im- Penobscot Bay region for a very
Among other odd bits of infor pressvie picture. Miss Veazie was 6mall sum of money.
mation gleaned, I learned that Mr. escortedi to the East and the pledge
The Indians at that time were
Nelson lives on the Reuben Thorn of allegiance to the flag was given giving the whites a lot of trouble
dike place, Limerock street. Reuben and there was singing of “America” and It ls quite possible that there
his gracious wife, Mabel and her1 by the assembly.
was a feeling of more security in
brothers, Ike and O. B. Brown all
During the installation of the making an island their permanent
lived there when I lived on Oliver star points, a colorful ceremony home
street. Reuben—then the hustling was given by the installing officer
The early history of these men
Mdster of Pleasant Valley Orange with lighting effects directed by is very fragmentary, but from the
enjoyed farming and raised a lot of Raymond L. Watts, and officers stories which have come down from
“garden sass” and had a well kept at each star point were presented
generation to generation and there
stock of cattle in the bam as well with flowers symbolic of their office. are some four or five generations of
Memories of those good old days
Past Matrons’ and Past Patrons’ the early settlers still living on the
are most pleasant, albeit they are jewels were presented to Miss Island at the present time—one may
tinged with a bit of sadness.
Veazi© andi Mr, Pendleton by Past put together a pretty good account
While chatting with Carl a man Patron Milton M. Griffin, with ap of the history of North Haven since
who had been standing back to me propriate remarks, to which they the first settlers staked out their
—and whose back looked familiar responded briefly. Miss Veazie was claims up to the present writing
to me—turned and faced me, and. presented with a bouquet of varie
If the editor of The Courier-Ga
yes, by the Lord Harry, it was gated carnations by Mrs. Munro, zette will be kind enough to print this
“Hisoner” Mayor Ned Veazie. We the newly installed' worthy matron, first article, the writer hopes that
shook, we talked, we had a fine in appreciation of her services as others will send in any stories
tongue wag and I got his promise installing officer. A candle cere tales or happenings which she or he
tc sing for me again (sometime!) mony, conducted by the retiring may know, and tlie writer will con
••Mother Machree, the song he matron, concluded the ceremonies. tribute his bit as well, so that we
Following Mrs. Munro's induction may know more about north Haven’s
made such a “hit” with in Watts
hall many years ago! Ned rather ir. the East, she was presenetd with past and present history.
doubted if he is in as good’ voice an ann bouquet of red roses, the
Reader
as he was that night but well gift of her daughters, Mrs Bdward
[This hope is cheerfully echoed
gladly furnish the listening end if I.. Childs, Miss Madeline Munro by The Courier-Gazette.—.Editor.]
and Miss Esther Munro.
he ll try it.
Besides Mrs. Munro, the new offi
The old cars are like old people
DUTCH NECK
there is always something out of cers are; Dr. Lloyd, M. Richardson,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Millard Creamer
kilter with them. Well, my old worthy patron; Miss Flora J. Sav
vessel needed an overhauling and age, associate matron, William E. who are passing the Winter in
I coaxed her down to Dr. Tom Koster, associate patron; Mrs. North Waldoboro, were at their
Shannon (car docter par excellence Clara S Watts, secretary; Mrs. Mil home here over the week-end.
Mr and Mrs. Eben Wallace and
and he smoothed out the wrinkles lie F. • Thomas, treasurer; Mrs
children
spent Sunday with Mr. and
in jig time, all except switch Pauline H. Hutchinson, conduc
Mrs.
W.
A. Gross in Gross Neck
trouble which called for a new tress; Mrs. Virginia I. Chatto. as
Miss
Ruth
Geele of Waldoboro
switch. While waiting lor the new sociate conductress’, Mrs. Elizabeth
switch I (trove to the corner of R. Seavey, chaplain; Mrs. Marjorie visited Sunday with her parents,
Limerock and Main streets and C Cummings, marshal; Mrs. Louie Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Geele.
Miss Elsie Stahl and Miss Bessie
parked while waiting for wifelet to J Rogers, organist; Mrs. Virginia
Stahl
are guests of their sister
get a few things.* When I got G. Knight. Adah; Mrs. Virginia W.
Mrs.
Melvin
Emus in Somerville
ready to leave Aunt Lizzie said Sweeney, Ruth; Miss Virginia Post,
Esther;
Mrs. Ruth Pendleton, Mass.
“No.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black and
Martha;
Mrs.
Elzada N. Barstow,
While coaxing her to get going
family
of Waldoboro visited Sunday
Electa;
Mrs.
Muriel
Drinkwater,
1 saw Elmer Ames slogging up
with
Mr
.and Mrs. Austin Wallace
♦he street but he was too far away warder and Leland Dringwater,
sentinel.
Mrs. Donald Genthner and chil
to shout at and I was to busy
dren
recently spent a day with Mrs
Mrs.
Munro
appointed
the
follow

with starting trouble to leave and
ing
committees:
Committee
on
In

Elmer
Genthner in Broad Cove
chase him, so, another pair of
quiry,
Mrs.
Doris
Jordan,
Mrs.
Pvt
Walter
Cotton has arrived
chips “passed' in the night”— al
eafely
in
England.
Gertrude
Boody
and
Raymond
though it was not night but late
Watts; Committee on Resolutions,
afternoon.
Leroy
A. Chatto; Lights, Raymond
Elmer——if you didn’t know it
PLEASANT POINT
Watts; Visiting. Ward 1, Mrs. Clara
I'm telling you now----- is the feller
• Mrs. Ethel Jackson of Rocklanc
Curtis and' Mrs. Marjorie Cum
who married my niece, Jessie, and
spent the week-end with Mr. and
mings1; Ward 2, Mrs. Doris Jordan
Mrs. Kenneth Sevon.
he is a nice feller—even if he docs
and Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater; Ward
sometimes wear a dark yellow over
Miss Lizzie Young is visiting Mr
3. Mrs. Florence Philbrook and Mrs.
and Mrs. Leslie Young.
coat! I- also saw Walter Ladd at
Ruth Pendleton; Ward 4. Mrs.
a distance—not near enough to say
Alonzo Seavey is in South Port
Frances Morse and Mrs. Clara
hello. He was talking very earnest
land
for a visit with his daughter
Waits; Ward 5, Miss Pearl Bcrgerly to another man and’ (this is
Mrs. Walter Irish.
son and’ Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey;
Just a hunch) I judged that the
Mrs. Ethel Delano of Friendship
Ward 6. Mrs. Dorothy Childs and
moment was near when someone Mrs Elzada Barstow; Ward 7, called recently on Mrs. Mildred
was du© to sign an insurance pol Mrs. Frances JFarrand' and Mrs. Marshall who has been ill but is
icy. I may be wrong but it looked Eva Wisner; Ingraham Hill, Mrs much improved.
like it to me. (Askin your parden Cera Smith; Thomaston, Mrs
Mrs. Eva Davis and daughter
gentelinen!)
Miss
Doris Davis have returned
Maitie Spaulding; Press Corre
I have a lot to do besides chas spondent, Miss Katherine A. Veazie. home from Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston
ing old friends to their lair but Ushers for the evening were W. Creamer’s.
Lou Hanley (Perry's Market) and Paul Seavey, Richard Ellingwood,
Elmer Crockett, proprietor of the Charles Duncan and Lloyd Daniels Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
«3 on a rear
five and dime store are going to get
Decorations in the Chapter room
a call from me in the near future. were, vases of cut flowers in the
Have you heard this one? The East. West and South, these
corporal was a very small man. being a personal gift to Mrs.
While lining his squad up for duty Munro, while in the dining room a
a voice said “And a little child shall large bsaket of artificial flowers
o*
lead them!” Let the man who said formed the centerpiece for the re
that step three paces in front, freshment table Mrs Maitie Spaul
gritted the Corporal. Not a man ding was in -charge of serving the
moved. When the squad got back refreshments and was assisted by
to quarters they found a large Mrs. Florence Philbrook, Mrs.
lettered sign tacked up—‘This Gertrude Boody. Mrs. Sadie Grif
squad will prepare for a 30 mile fin, Mrs. Alice Comstock, Mrs.
hike tomorrow.” And a little child Katharyn St. Clair, Mrs. Helen
shall lead them—on horse-back! Bean. Mrs. Vincie Clark and Mrs.
Moral; It doesn't pay to get fresh Dorothy Childs. At the stated
with a commissioned officer.
meeting of the chapter which was
held in the small lodge room pre
ceding the installation, the retiring
UNION
Farmers in this vicinity are har worthy matron Miss Katherine A. 1. Tty RESPAMOL.
It reaches and
Veazie was presented with a gold
vesting ice.
clings to irritated throat surfaces,
Mrs, Oscar Upham was a caller Eastern Star locket and chain by
protecting and soothing them.
last Friday on her sister, Mrs Els Mrs. Golden Munro on behalf of 2. Helps relax tenseness and the
feeling that you must cough.
the officers who had served with
ton McFarland.
3. Helps loosen and bring up
Miss
Veazie
during
the
past
year.
Mrs. Charles Thurston is ill with
phlegm.
grippe.
4. Contains no sugar—suitable for
Read The Courier-Gazette
Miss Hazel Lane of Rockport
diabetics.
5. Contains no narcotics — safe for
■was at the North Union chapel
children.
Sunday.
Miss Eleanor Maddocks who visi
ted recently at the home ot her
brother. Lawrence Maddocks, has
returned to Connecticut.
'Ralph Hdnnon is engaged in de
livering ice and satdust for the
fanners
Buy War Bond* and Stasia
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/ THROW
AWAYf
Your country
needs EVERY used
food can. Remove labels, wash, flatten.
Store in separate container next to
your traah gap. Save for local pfcfcwft

Another Feature Showing
OF

o'

Reserves Your

Enjoy the Famous

Selection At

SCOTT UNIQUE

CUTLER’S

PAYMENT PLAN

\or\» ii hj

Xi

SCOTT Furriers

Sells More Fur
Coats Than Any
Other Store in

New England

MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS

SILVER TONED DYED MUSKRATS

T£X INCLUDED

DYED SKUNKS

TAX INCLUDED

SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS
BEAVER DYED CONEYS

SILVER DYED FOXES

GREY DYED BOMBAY LAMBS
LET-OUT RACCOONS

BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS
SKUNK DYED OPOSSUMS

SEAL DYED CONEYS

BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

a

NATURAL SQUIRRELS

TAX INCLUDED

PLATINUM DYED NORWEGIAN FOXES

TAX INCLUDED

NATURAL ASSEMBLED GREY PERSIANS

BUY

WAR BONDS

SPEED VICTORY!
Makers of Unquenline

You May

A Small Deposit

6. Your druggist will refund full
price if you are not satisfied.

Take respamol as directed on label, end
if you don’t get prompt relief, consult
your physician. At all iruUjata — 501.

SCOTT SUPER-BILT
COATS!

CUTLER’S
ROCKLAND

Trade ln Your Old

. Fur Coat!
Liberal Allowance

